
SUMMARY  OF PUBLIC  COMMENTS  RECEIVED  (AR  # 191019)

Class  3 Permit  Modification  Request  (PMR)

Excavation of a NewShaft andAssociated  Connecting Drifts
PMR  Comment  Period  August  17  - October  16,  2019

ON-TIME  Comments

AR# NAME I ORGANIZATION I CITY I DATE  OF LETTER

Emails-Le4ters  _ ',  _

191019.1 Dale  Janway,  Mayor City  of  Carlsbad Carlsbad 9/25/2019
191019.2 Edward  Rodriguez,  Mayor  Pro  Tem Carlsbad  City  Council,  Ward  1 Carlsbad 9/28/2019
191019.3 John  Waters Carlsbad 10/7/2019

191019.4
Craig  Stephens,  President,  Board  of

Directors
Carlsbad  Department  of  Development Carlsbad 10/8/2019

191019.5 Cathrynn  Brown,  State  Representative 'State  Representative,  District  55 Carlsbad 10/11/2019

191019.6
Dave  Sepich,  Permit  Subcommittee

Chair
Mayor's  Nuclear  Task  Force Carlsbad 10/12/2019

191019.7 Sasha  Pyle Santa  Fe 10/14/2019
191019.8 11sa Garduno 10/14/2019
191019.9 Liliana  Castillo Santa  Fe 10/14/2019

191019.10 Barbara  Grothus Albuquerque 10/14/2019
191019.11 Mavis  Belisle 10/15/2019
191019.12 Tom  Jennings,  President First  Roswell  Company Roswell 10/15/2019
191019.13 Joe  Gant Carlsbad 10/15/2019
191019.14 Permittees DOE/NWP Carlsbad 10/16/2019

191019.15 Don  Hancock
Southwest  Research  and  Information  Center

(SRIC)
Albuquerque 10/16/2019

191019.16
Joni  Arends,  Executive

Director/Deborah Reade

Concerned  Citizens  for  Nuclear  Safety

(CCNS)/individual
Santa  Fe 10/16/2019

191019.17 Scott  Kovac Nuclear  Watch  New  Mexico  (NukeWatch) Santa  Fe 10/16/2019
191019.18 Patricia  Golden Van  Horn,  TX 10/16/2019
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191019.19 Anamarie Rael-Greatbatch Albuquerque 9/26/2019
191019.20 Phyllis Panzeter Santa Fe 10/4/2019
191019.21 Deborah Reade Santa Fe 10/4/2019
191019.22 Elektra Pelton Santa Fe 10/4/2019
191019.23 10/10/2019

Lisa Mattke Albuquerque
Deena Klein Albuquerque
Justin Price Albuquerque
Denali Wilson Albuquerque
Felipe Rodriguez Albuquerque
Linda J. Starr Albuquerque
Tiffany Stevens/Chris McDaniel Albuquerque
Suzanne Carter Albuquerque
Bruce R. Roach Albuquerque
Liz Fitzgerald Albuquerque
Melora Palmer Albuquerque
Sally Beers Albuquerque
Sandy Magruder Albuquerque
Marilyn Finkelstein Albuquerque
Kimberly Jernigan Albuquerque
Donna Jernigan Albuquerque
Gretchen Taute Albuquerque
Valerie Potter Albuquerque
Carolina Mead Albuquerque
Ralph Wrons Albuquerque
Sandra Stulberg Albuquerque
Charles Gregory/Kathleen Gregory Albuquerque
Amelia Gonzalez Albuquerque
Rochelle Graubard Albuquerque
Marcus Lieberman Albuquerque
Robert M. Maestas Albuquerque
Don Hyde Albuquerque

Postcards

39 hand-delivered by SRIC



Camy Condon Albuquerque
Valerie Barkley, BSN, MA, RN Tijeras
Carl Peterson Albuquerque
Dee Ivy Albuquerque
David Arent Albuquerque
Victoria Kraft Albuquerque
Carl Boaz Albuquerque
Joseph Romero Albuquerque
Claudia Klesert Albuquerque
Miguel Prieto Albuquerque
Sylvia Dorato Albuquerque
Charlie Ivy Albuquerque

191019.24 10/16/2019
Paloma Aranda Albuquerque
Alejandria Lyons Albuquerque
Mayahuel Aranda Albuquerque
Melodie D'Amour Albuquerque
Analicia Griego Albuquerque
Denise Griego Albuquerque
Alejandra Casanubias Albuquerque
Sylvia Ledesma Albuquerque
Katalina Gurule Albuquerque

191019.25 Jean Stevens Ranchos de Taos 10/16/2019
191019.26 Carol Merrill Corrales 10/16/2019
191019.27 Bradley P. Brooks Santa Fe 10/16/2019
191019.28 Angela Afanatti Santa Fe 10/16/2019
191019.29 Patricia Cardona Santa Fe 10/16/2019
191019.30 Kaveh Mowahed Santa Fe 10/16/2019
191019.31 Margaret Depard Santa Fe 10/16/2019
191019.32 Cindy Eck Santa Fe 10/16/2019
191019.33 Edward Claire Ranchos de Taos 10/16/2019
191019.34 Anna Bush Crews Ranchos de Taos 10/16/2019
191019.35 Suzanne Betz Taos 10/16/2019

9 emailed by SRIC



191019.36 10/16/2019
Las Vegas Peace and Justice Center Las Vegas
Pat Leahan Las Vegas
Cathy Swedlund Sapello
John McLeod Las Vegas
Cindy McLeod Las Vegas
Chris Ruge Las Vegas
Tom Trigg Las Vegas
Dwight R. Palmer Las Vegas
Robin Carlson Las Vegas
Percyne Gardner Las Vegas
Nicole Montano Las Vegas

191019.37 10/16/2019
Jeanne White Taos
Anheera Lovato Tesuque
Jeanette Iskat Villanueva
Perry Jasper Patagonia, AZ
Antonia Robertson/Laurence Dworet Santa Barbara, CA
Susana Berdecio Beaufort, SC
Steve Leverton Beaufort, SC
Mary Conway Santa Fe
Judith & Kevin Kinser Ft Worth, TX
Adva Aviram
Robert Kirmse Santa Fe
Mireille Kirmse Santa Fe
Elizabeth West Santa Fe
Doug Hill Santa Fe
Pamela Ryan Santa Fe
Steve Lopez Mull Socorro
Stacie L. Lopez Socorro
Richard V. Lopez, Sr. Socorro
Louisa Lopez Socorro

11 mailed by Las Vegas Peace and Justice Center

111 hand-delivered by CCNS



Richard V. Lopez II Socorro
Tommy Adams Santa Fe
Katrin Smithback Santa Fe
Denise Fort Santa Fe
Richard Johnson Santa Fe
Yenny Cocg Santa Fe
Tim Julian Santa Fe
Sam Berry Santa Fe
Mark Meyers Santa Fe
Elizabeth Dunham Santa Fe
Dana Middleton Santa Fe
Anna Marie Hamilton Santa Fe
Curt Doty Santa Fe
Virginia J. Miller Santa Fe
Dave Moir Santa Fe
Monica Moir Santa Fe
Anders Fristedt Santa Fe
Rachel Fristedt Santa Fe
Susan Paradise Santa Fe
Amy V. Buntino Santa Fe
Stefany G. Burrowes Santa Fe
Basia Miller Santa Fe
Tim McCullough Santa Fe
Patricia Pedersen Santa Fe
Kathryn Brewer Santa Fe
Holly Beaumont Santa Fe
Pat Simpson Santa Fe
Dominique Mazeauol Santa Fe
Janet Williams Santa Fe
Teri Hackler Santa Fe
Betty J. Kuhn Santa Fe
David Grisom Santa Fe
Sayda Shortes Santa Fe



Natalia Apodaka Santa Fe
Blaise Rippy Santa Fe
Mary Burton Riseley Santa Fe
Gaile Herling Santa Fe
Don Combs Santa Fe
Susan Latham Santa Fe
Nancy J. Downs Santa Fe
Jim Hannan Santa Fe
Tim Julian Santa Fe
Ronald Pryor Santa Fe
Paul Volmer Santa Fe
George A. Sanchez Santa Fe
Carrie Vogel Santa Fe
Voyce Darling-Jones Santa Fe
Gwyn Madeen Santa Fe
Chantal Quincy Santa Fe
Joseph Truncosa Santa Fe
Beth Stephens Santa Fe
Carlos Glass Santa Fe
Anne Culp Santa Fe
Sherry Sanchez Santa Fe
Jane Trusty/Michael Santa Fe
Juliet Myers
Jude Anderson Santa Fe
Patricia Hastings Santa Fe
Marcia Mikolak Santa Fe
Kirk Delaplaine Santa Fe
Pamela Gallegos Ohkay Owingeh
Janelle Atencio Ohkay Owingeh
Paul Pino Sandia Park
Jamie Chase Santa Fe
Shirley Wilburn Santa Fe
Urzula Bolimowski Santa Fe



Colette Colema Santa Fe
Dwight Loop Santa Fe
Dan L. Burkarth Santa Fe
Martha R. Burt Santa Fe
Roger L. Taylor Galisteo
Susan Bergholz Lamy
Bert Snyder Lamy
Luis Torres Las Cruces
Rachel Traczyk Las Lunas
Natalie Krasika Los Ojos
Subarna Sampat Montezuma
Hritik Sampat Montezuma
Raechel Waters Montezuma
Pamela Gilchrist Santa Fe
Bernice J. Gutierrez Albuquerque
Russ Steward Albuquerque
Tammy Landrum Albuquerque
Ray B. Benauidel Albuquerque
Tina Cordova Albuquerque
Toby Gutierrez Albuquerque
Rosalie Cordova Albuquerque
Eugenia M. Gutierrez Albuquerque
Daniel Arquero Cochiti Pueblo
Vickie Nelson Espanola
Jared Sohissen Abiquiu
Patricia Smith Santa Fe

191019.38 10/16/2019
Karen Bonime Albuquerque
Richard Weiner Albuquerque
Angel Gallegos Albuquerque
Hisako Moriyama Albuquerque
Chuck Malagodi Albuquerque
Lisa Sundvall Albuquerque

41 emailed by SRIC



Olivia Kemm Albuquerque
Sara Jones Albuquerque
Tammy Fleming Albuquerque
Patrick Griego Albuquerque
Britton Rose Albuquerque
Karen Leming Albuquerque
Logan Miller Albuquerque
Robert Leming Albuquerque
Michele Benton Albuquerque
Sonny C. Haquani Albuquerque
Joyce Kolberg Albuquerque
Roxanne V. Pacheco Albuquerque
Drusilla Sotten-Haddigh Albuquerque
Vera Watson Albuquerque
Dr. David Bearshield Albuquerque
Jeanmarie Bagley Albuquerque
Amanda Wittrup Albuquerque
Jane Wittrup Albuquerque
Laurel Lampela Albuquerque
Helen Cozza Albuquerque
Roger E. Harmon Albuquerque
Nancy Warnock Harmon Albuquerque
Justin Rogers Albuquerque
David Thompson Albuquerque
Eva Seidelman Albuquerque
Jen Martin Albuquerque
Deborah Simon Albuquerque
Kevin Kirby Albuquerque
Sylvanna Seydel Albuquerque
G. Robin Seydel Albuquerque
Ricardo Castillo Albuquerque
Neri Villarreal Albuquerque
Scott Melton Albuquerque



Sandra B. McCardell Tijeras
Robert Wiberg Albuquerque

AR# NAME ORGANIZATION CITY DATE OF LETTER

191019.39 Susan & Dario Rodriguez Albuquerque 10/18/2019

191019.40 Sheri Kotowski Taos 10/17/2019
191019.41 Jim Cox, Creative Framing Taos 10/17/2019
191019.42 Richard Knottenbelt Albuquerque 10/17/2019
191019.43 Henry R. Selters Albuquerque 10/17/2019
191019.44 Olga Teresa Baigas Arroyo Seco 10/17/2019
191019.45 Sharon Gross Albuquerque 10/17/2019
191019.46 10/18/2019

Bonnie Bonneau Ranchos de Taos
Karen Thibodeau Ranchos de Taos
Pamela Parker Taos
Patrick J. Doughan Taos
Gabrielle Herbertson Questa
Scarlet Henry Ranchos de Taos
Sharon Henry Ranchos de Taos
Tom Noedry Taos
Jonell Mills Ranchos de Taos
Jane Garrett Bernalillo
Carol DeMarinis Taos
K.N. McCurdy Taos
Janice Bibeau Taos
Frieda Scott Ranchos de Taos
Melissa Larson Ranchos de Taos
Peter Cervid Taos
Marie Fernandez Taos

18 mailed by Bonnie Bonneau

Emails-Letters

Postcards

LATE Comments



Ashley Cloutman-Martin Taos
191019.47 Janet Greenwald Dixon 10/21/2019
191019.48 Bob Aly Dixon 10/21/2019
191019.49 Bryan McCullah Arroyo Seco 10/21/2019
191019.50 Marian Bock Los Ranchos 10/21/2019
191019.51 Marlys Lesley Cedar Crest 11/1/2019
191019.52 Bob Eaton Ranchos de Taos 11/4/2019
191019.53 Beth Pachak Albuquerque 11/4/2019
191019.54 Gayle J. Montgomery Taos 11/4/2019
191019.55 Tracy Brewer Taos 11/4/2019
191019.56 Bird Thompson Santa Fe 11/4/2019
191019.57 Diane Shifrin Taos 11/4/2019
191019.58 Patricia Jones Sandia Park 11/12/2019
191019.59 Kay Drey St. Louis, MO 12/2/2019
191019.60 Madeline Aron Albuquerque 12/19/2019
191019.61 Virginia J. Miller Santa Fe 2/3/2020
191019.62 Joan Brown Albuquerque 2/6/2020
191019.63 Kenneth E. Mayers Santa Fe 2/10/2020
191019.64 Jean Stevens Ranchos de Taos 2/10/2020
191019.65 Cynthia Schmidt-Shilling Santa Fe 2/12/2020
191019.66 Blanche Kraai Santa Fe 2/14/2020
191019.67 Lois Klezmer Santa Fe 2/19/2020
191019.68 Mary Kraai Santa Fe 2/19/2020
191019.69 Carlos Brazil Ramirez Santa Fe 2/20/2020
191019.70 Joan Brown Albuquerque 2/24/2020
191019.71 Marlene Perrotte Albuquerque 2/24/2020
191019.72 Louise Klok Santa Fe 2/27/2020



Post Office Box 1 569 
Carlsbad, NM 88221-1569 
(575) 887-1191 
1-800-658-2713 
www.cityofcarlsbadnm.com 

September 25, 2019 

To: Ricardo Maestas 
New Mexico Environment Department 
Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us 

Dear Mr. Maestas: 

DALEJANWAY 
MAYOR 

MICHAEL HERNANDEZ 
CITY ADMINISTRATOR 

This is a letter in support of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant's Class 3 Permit Modification Request calling 
for the Excavation of a New Shaft and Associated Connecting Drifts. The NMED has been aware ofthis 
plan for a significant amount of time, due to its previous submission as a Determination of Class. We 
appreciate the Department of Energy's Carlsbad Field Office and the New Mexico Environment 
Department for holding a public meeting in Carlsbad to discuss this PMR and are confident that all 
potential hearings related to this PMR be held in Carlsbad as well. 

This proposed modification will allow for increased ventilation airflow into the underground and an 
unfiltered exhaust path through the existing Air Intake Shaft to allow the dust from mining to escape 
without compromising the HEPA filter system. This design will allow mining, maintenance and waste 
emplacement operations to all take place at the same time, which now must be segmented due very 
limited air flow. In short, adding the new shaft now will greatly enhance the air flow in the mine, and 

· combined with the new Permanent Ventilation System under construction, will restore the WIPP 
underground to its pre-2014 condition. We believe WIPP's PMR, as submitted, outlines numerous 
reasons as to why this improvement is advantageous to the facility and to the safety of the workforce. 

While a WIPP PMR submittal must focus within the current boundaries of the permit, it is certainly 
appropriate for members of WIPP's host community to also address the future . Make no mistake, the 
new shaft with the additional air flow is essential NOW to provide for the health and safety of our most 
important concern- the WIPP workers. It is na·ive for anyone to believe the new shaft does not provide 
access to excavation of additional panels in WIPP's underground possible in the future. It should also be 
made clear that any future use of the shaft for future panels will have to also go through the additional 
permitting required by the permit for that expansion. 

Ward! 
LISA A. ANAYA FLORES 

EDDIE T. RODRIGUEZ 

WardZ 
J J CHAVEZ 

LEO B. ESTRADA 

COUNCILORS 
Ward3 

JASON G. SHIRLEY 
JUDI WATERS 

Ward4 
WESLEY A. CARTER 

.MARK WALTERSCBEID 



The new shaft is needed now for the health and safety of the workers, efficiency of operation and 
preservation of taxpayer's money. A delay of the shaft now puts workers at unneeded risk and very 
simply adds to the cost of recovery when the shaft most assuredly must occur to fulfill WIPP's mission. 
The budget is in place, the need is highly justified and there is no rational reason not to proceed. WIPP 
is a highly successful project that is meeting the goal of permanently disposing of defense-generated 
transuranic (TRU) waste from across the nation, including waste at Los Alamos National Laboratory. 
WIPP will require additional panel space in the future in order to continue meeting this goal. 
Recognizing that WIPP and its regulators are presently navigating a difficult timetable in terms of 
balancing regulatory approval, construction schedules, mining schedules and disposal schedules, we 
believe the public is best served by determined resolution ofthis important Class 3 Permit Modification 
request. 

Thank you for this opportunity to submit a letter in support of WIPP's Class 3 Permit Modification 
Request for the new shaft and connecting drifts. 

Sincerely, 

Carlsbad Mayor Dale Janway 

John Heaton, Nuclear Task Force Chairman 



From: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV
To: McLean, Megan, NMENV; Biswell, David, NMENV
Subject: FW: [EXT] WIIP Class 3 PMR: Excavation of New Shaft and Connecting Drifts
Date: Tuesday, October 8, 2019 9:49:09 AM

 
 

From: Edward Rodriguez <etrodriguez@cityofcarlsbadnm.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 28, 2019 1:07 PM
To: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV <Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us>
Cc: 'Kyle Marksteiner' <kmarksteiner@cityofcarlsbadnm.com>
Subject: [EXT] WIIP Class 3 PMR: Excavation of New Shaft and Connecting Drifts
 
Mr. Maestas:
I, as an elected representative of the citizens of Carlsbad, would like to voice my full support for the
allowance of this project.  This new shaft is just another in a litany of safety measures WIPP has, is
and will continue to put in place for the optimal safety and efficiency of staff and operations at the
site.
Fresh air is critical to our workforce, they are the true value in the WIPP site and its operations,
without them it does not work, and with without WIPP America, reverts to 1998, with waste stored
above ground, near populated cities, waterways, etc., with no plan in place for disposal of TRU
waste.
 
The work needing to be done to continue the safe and efficient emplacement of waste in the facility
demands fresh air introduction and circulation which cannot be accomplished by the current single
shaft, especially with the filtration system in place.  Having the new air shaft will put in place a
redundant course of movement from surface to mine of life sustaining fresh air, is not only prudent
but critical for our local operations and most especially operators.
 
Please consider the importance of your decision to not only WIPP and Carlsbad, but to the Nation as
a whole in our efforts to safely dispose of TRU for all Americans.
 
Thank you,
Edward T. Rodriguez
Mayor Pro Tem
City Council Ward 1
575-302-8007

mailto:Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us
mailto:Megan.McLean@state.nm.us
mailto:David.Biswell@state.nm.us










October 12, 2019 

 
To: Mr. Ricardo Maestas 
New Mexico Environment Department 
2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1 
Santa Fe, NM 87505 
Ricardo.maestas@state.nm.us 
 
Dear Mr. Maestas: 

I am submitting this letter in support of the Department of Energy’s Class 3 permit modification submitted to the New 
Mexico Environment Department. Members of our subcommittee participated in pre-scoping activities related to this 
proposed modification package, reviewed the submitted material and asked follow-up questions.  We appreciate the 
willingness of the Department of Energy and its contractor in allowing us to make sure we understand this issue.  

 I support the Class 3 Permit Modification Request calling for the Excavation of a New Shaft and Associated Connecting 
Drifts. I support this PMR for the following reasons: 

• This proposed modification will increase ventilation airflow into the underground and create an unfiltered 
exhaust path through the existing Air Intake Shaft to allow the dust from mining to escape without compromising the 
HEPA filter system. 

• A new shaft will make worker safety a priority by reducing exposure to diesel exhaust, NOx and other VOC’s in 
the underground.  

• This PMR, if approved, will allow mining, maintenance and waste emplacement operations to all take place at 
the same time. These processes must be segmented due to limited air flow.  

• Adding the new shaft now will greatly enhance the air flow in the mine, and combined with the new Permanent 
Ventilation System under construction, will restore the WIPP underground to its pre-2014 condition.  

•  The new shaft also provides access to excavation of additional panels in WIPP’s underground in the future. 
Though future use of the shaft for future panels would have to also go through the additional permitting required by the 
permit for that expansion.   

• A delay of the shaft now puts workers at unneeded risk and very simply adds to the cost of recovery when the 
shaft most assuredly must occur to fulfill WIPP’s mission.   

• WIPP is a highly successful project that is meeting the goal of permanently disposing of defense-generated 
transuranic (TRU) waste from across the nation, including waste at Los Alamos National Laboratory.  WIPP will require 
additional panel space in the future in order to continue meeting this goal.  

• The NMED has been aware of this plan for a significant amount of time, due to its previous submission as a 
Determination of Class. The public is best served by determined resolution of this important Class 3 Permit Modification 
request. 

Overall, we believe these proposed changes more directly involve the NMED in the decision-making process. This is a 
service to the citizens of New Mexico and an improvement to the safety plan at WIPP. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

Dave Sepich, Permit Subcommittee Chair/Mayor’s Nuclear Task Force 

mailto:Ricardo.maestas@state.nm.us
mailto:Ricardo.maestas@state.nm.us


From: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV
To: McLean, Megan, NMENV; Biswell, David, NMENV
Subject: FW: [EXT] Permit mod at WIPP
Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2019 8:15:18 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Sasha Pyle <sasha@visiblearts.com>
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2019 2:52 PM
To: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV <Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us>
Subject: [EXT] Permit mod at WIPP

I’m really opposed to changing the permit in ways that lengthen the operational lifespan and greatly expand the
spectrum of separate waste streams at WIPP. There were agreements made with NM in the original land Withdrawal
Bill that were written and ratified with expressly this set of pressures in mind. I am SO tired of this state being held
hostage by nuclear and extractive industries when the thing that truly matters is our current and future ability to
protect our region’s groundwater—the most precious resource now and forever.

Don’t allow this ‘mission creep’ to occur. Many of us have been watching this controversy for literally decades and
want to protect New Mexico. Jobs are temporary, economic concerns are dismissive of environmental concerns, this
train needs to SLOW DOWN.

Thanks for your time.

Sasha Pyle
1672 Cerro Gordo Rd.
Santa Fe NM 87501
505-988-9210
Founding member, CCNS
founding member, NukeWatch NM
Longtime associate of Southwest Research and Information Center in Albuquerque and Alliance for Nuclear
Accountability, a national coalition

"The arc of history is long, but it bends toward justice."
--Martin Luther King, Jr.

mailto:Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us
mailto:Megan.McLean@state.nm.us
mailto:David.Biswell@state.nm.us


From: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV
To: McLean, Megan, NMENV; Biswell, David, NMENV
Subject: FW: [EXT]
Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2019 8:04:28 AM

 
 
From: Ilsa Garduno <ilsagarduno@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2019 12:11 PM
To: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV <Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us>
Subject: [EXT]
 

I oppose the new shaft Permit Modification Request, which is part of the plan
to keep WIPP open indefinitely.
 

Ilsa Garduno

mailto:Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us
mailto:Megan.McLean@state.nm.us
mailto:David.Biswell@state.nm.us


From: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV
To: McLean, Megan, NMENV; Biswell, David, NMENV
Subject: FW: [EXT] WIPP
Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2019 8:17:21 AM

 
 
From: Liliana Castillo <lilianarcastillo@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2019 3:18 PM
To: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV <Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us>
Subject: [EXT] WIPP
 

Dear Mr. Maestas,

I oppose the new shaft Permit Modification Request, which is part of the plan to keep WIPP open
indefinitely.

Liliana Castillo
Santa Fe, New Mexico

mailto:Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us
mailto:Megan.McLean@state.nm.us
mailto:David.Biswell@state.nm.us


From: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV
To: McLean, Megan, NMENV; Biswell, David, NMENV
Subject: FW: [EXT] WIPP
Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2019 8:19:27 AM

 
 
From: bgrothus@aol.com <bgrothus@aol.com> 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2019 4:53 PM
To: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV <Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us>
Subject: [EXT] WIPP
 
Dear Mr. Maestas,
 
I am opposed to any plan to keep WIPP open indefinitely, and therefore I oppose the
new shaft Permit Modification Request.
 
Please keep in mind the future of New Mexico and the tremendous debt we continue
to pay for the "nuclear business" in our state. Our people have paid with our lives,
health and environment for decades now. It is not right.
 
Sincerely,
 
Barbara Grothus, Albuquerque

mailto:Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us
mailto:Megan.McLean@state.nm.us
mailto:David.Biswell@state.nm.us


From: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV
To: McLean, Megan, NMENV; Biswell, David, NMENV
Subject: FW: [EXT] WIPP
Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2019 3:11:22 PM

 
 

From: Mavis Belisle <justpeace4@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2019 2:49 PM
To: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV <Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us>
Subject: [EXT] WIPP
 
I oppose the new shaft modification request, which is part of a plan to keep WIPP open indefinitely.
 
Mavis Belisle
214-679-2521

mailto:Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us
mailto:Megan.McLean@state.nm.us
mailto:David.Biswell@state.nm.us


FIRST ROSWELL COMPANY 
POST OFFICE BOX 1797 

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO 88202.1797 
PHONE 575.623.8331    eMAIL tomj@petrolandman.com 

15 October 2019 
(VIA eMAIL) 

 
New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) 
Attention:  Ricardo Maestas 
Building 1 
2095 Rodeo Park Drive 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505 
 
Via email: Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us 
 

RE:  Waste Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) 
Class 3 Excavation of a New Shaft and Associated Connecting Drifts 

 
To whom it may Concern: 
 
This letter is written to express First Roswell Company’s (FRC) opposition to the WIPP 
permit modification request for a new shaft and associated drifts. 
 
The New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) is urged to deny the request. 
 
Personally I have followed WIPP for more than 40 years and participated in the original 
siting hearings and expressed opposition at that time.  While serving as Mayor of the 
City of Roswell, my brother, Senator Timothy Z, Jennings, personally met United States 
Secretary of Energy Hazel O’Leary to express sincere opposition to WIPP. 
 
During those hearings Senator Pete V. Domenici, Senator Jeff Bingaman and 
Representative Joseph R. Skeen each assured local residents and the State of New 
Mexico the WIPP site would never be expanded in scope, operation, length of operation 
nor ever store any type of high level nuclear waste. 
 
The proposed fifth shaft was not included in the original siting plan and has never been 
required for the facility to accomplish storage of nuclear waste at WIPP. The 
Department of Energy (DOE) now proposing an additional new shaft to the underground 
disposal area is obviously and notoriously to expand its scope to both increase the 
amount and types of waste that it accommodate, including high-level waste, commercial 
waste from the East Coast and surplus plutonium. 
 
Reportedly the DOE now refuses to even acknowledge expansion of the scope to 
increase the amount and types of waste that it receive and store in violation of the 
promise to the public at the time of siting process.  Frankly promises have been broken. 
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New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) 
RE:  Waste Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) 

Class 3 Excavation of a New Shaft and Associated Connecting Drifts 
15 October 2019 
 
 
The DOE having not disclosed the intended purpose of the new shaft is deceitful to area 
residents, State of New Mexico and in violation of operating with an open window to 
government. 
 
First Roswell Company owns oil and gas properties located on the boundaries and 
proximate to the WIPP site. Several years ago I witnessed the “Valentine’s Day” 
accident and WIPP release nuclear radiation to the surface and vicinity.  WIPP is sited 
in the middle of the Permian Basin petroleum province that produces petroleum in vast 
quantities.  Production from this area is vital to the local economies, the financial well-
being of the State of New Mexico and security and energy independence of the United 
States of America.   
 
To allow expansion of the WIPP scope and to include storage of high level nuclear 
waste is not in the best interest of New Mexico and the United States.  New Mexico 
never agreed that WIPP could operate forever, so the NMED should use its legal 
authority under the Permit to stop the new shaft. The DOE promised NOT to expand the 
amount of defense waste stored at WIPP and it should honor those promises and the 
law.  
 
On behalf of First Roswell Company and personally thank you for the opportunity to 
provide comments in regard to the proposed WIPP expansion.  Hopefully these and 
other comments will be provided careful consideration for not only this petroleum 
company working in the Permian Basin, but also for area residents, our children and 
future generations. 
 
Respectfully 
 
 
Thomas E. Jennings    Thomas E. Jennings,  
President      Individually 
 
FRC/TEJ.ms 
 
eC Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham 
 
CORR WIPP 2019.10.15 



October 15, 2019 

To: Ricardo Maestas 

New Mexico Environment Department 

Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us 

Dear Mr. Maestas: 

My name is Joe Gant. My family and I have been supporters of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 

since before the facility opened. I'm writing in support of WIPP's Class 3 Permit Modification 

Request calling for the Excavation of a New Shaft and Associated Connecting Drifts. 

This new shaft will support the safety of our workers by reducing exposure to diesel exhaust 

and VOCs. It will also allow WIPP to prepare for potential additional disposal in the future . 

The citizens of Carlsbad and Southeastern New Mexico proudly support WIPP and putting the 

facility to continued good use. This facility is being used to safely clean defense-generated TRU 

waste at generator sites around the nation and has been beneficial to the entire state. 

The public is best served by expeditious resolution of this important Class 3 Permit Modification 

request, and we appreciate the opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely, 

,6(_~ 
Joe Gant, 







Comment on the August 15, 2019, Class 3 Permit 
Modification Request entitled 

“Excavation of a New Shaft and Associated 
Connecting Drifts”

 for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
 Hazardous Waste Facility Permit Number 

NM4890139088-TSDF 
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Comment on the August 15, 2019, Class 3 Permit Modification Request entitled “Excavation of a New 

Shaft and Associated Connecting Drifts” for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Hazardous Waste Facility 

Permit Number NM4890139088‐TSDF 

 

The Shaft #5 (S#5) design is one of two projects referred to as the Permanent Ventilation System 

upgrades needed to support on‐going activities in the underground.  Because of the ubiquitous nature 

of underground ventilation, S#5 and the connecting drifts in conjunction with the New Filter Building will 

be capable of supporting current underground activities by providing improved working conditions for 

underground workers as they perform mining, maintenance, closure, and waste handling and 

supporting future disposal units by providing the airflow needed to mine, maintain and subsequently 

emplace waste in new units.  For additional information, please  see the March 4, 2019 response to 

Question 8 of the Response to the Referenced Information Request, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 

Hazardous Waste Facility Permit Number:  NM4890139088‐TSDF.  



 
 
October 16, 2019 
 
Ricardo Maestas 
New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) 
2095 Rodeo Park Drive, Building 1 
Santa Fe, NM 87505    Via email: Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us 
 
 RE:  WIPP Class 3 Excavation of a New Shaft and Associated Connecting Drifts 
 
Dear Ricardo, 
 
Southwest Research and Information Center (SRIC) provides the following comments on the 
Class 3 Permit Modification request, dated August 15, 2019. On February 2, 2018 and March 8, 
2019, SRIC submitted comments related to the December 22, 2017 request for a class 
determination for the new shaft and underground drifts, which was withdrawn when the present 
request was submitted. Those comments and the permittees’ determination request and 
information response should be included in the administrative record of this proceeding.  
 
As NMED is well aware, SRIC is a non-profit organization based in Albuquerque, New Mexico 
that focuses on public education and involvement and public health and environmental justice. 
SRIC has been involved in WIPP permitting activities for more than 20 years, including being a 
party in the original permit proceeding, the permit renewal, dozens of permit modification 
requests, as well as numerous other activities related to public health and the environment. 
 
1. NMED should deny the request, pursuant to 20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR 
270.42(c)(6)). 
Those regulations state:  

After the conclusion of the 60-day comment period, the Director must grant or 
deny the permit modification request according to the permit modification 
procedures of 40 CFR part 124. In addition, the Director must consider and 
respond to all significant written comments received during the 60-day comment 
period. 

 
Further,  

If the secretary decides the [modification] request is not justified, the permittee 
will be notified in writing explaining the reason for denial. Denial of request of 
modification, revocation and reissuance, or termination are not subject to public 
notice, comment, or hearings. 20.4.1.901. B(4) NMAC. 
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Major reasons to deny the request include: 
 
A. The new shaft is not needed. 
20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR 270.42(c)(1)(iii)) requires that the request explain why 
the modification is needed. 
 
The permittees first stated “need” for the new shaft is: “This modification is needed to add 
descriptive information regarding S#5 and connecting drifts into the Permit.” Request at 9. 
Clearly, that statement does not explain why the new shaft and associated drifts are needed. That 
an approved permit modification makes language changes is not a need and does not justify that 
any such modification is needed or that it protects public health and the environment.   
 
The permittees then state: “The addition of S#5 and associated connecting drifts represents an 
upgrade to the UVS, and will provide a new intake and exhaust system capable of restoring full-
scale, concurrent, mining, maintenance, and waste emplacement operations.”  Request at 9. 
However, restoring such operations is being achieved without the new shaft and new drifts. 
 
More than two years ago, the permittees informed NMED that: “The new filter building will 
supply additional air to the underground in order to achieve up to 540,000 actual cubic feet per 
minute (acfm) in filtration mode.”1 That underground air flow rate would be in excess of the 
425,000 cubic feet per minute ventilation rate in the facility when concurrent mining, 
maintenance, and waste emplacement operations could occur from the time of the issuance of the 
WIPP Permit in 1999 until February 5, 2014. The New Filter Building (NFB) can operate 
without the need of the new shaft and underground drifts. So the new shaft does not provide for 
the stated need for concurrent mining, maintenance and waste emplacement operations.  
 
In its November 29, 2017, modification request for the NFB, the permittees stated: “The new 
UVFS and NFB increase the ventilation airflow to allow for safe concurrent work activities such 
as mining, waste disposal, and ground support maintenance, which is vital to the safety of the 
underground worker.”2 Thus, the permittees justified the need for the NFB as providing the same 
concurrent mining, maintenance, and waste emplacement requirements that they now – 
inaccurately – state is the purpose of the new shaft and associated drifts. 
 
NMED, in approving the request for the NFB, stated that the building would: 

Upgrade the Underground Ventilation Filtration System so that it will have 
sufficient ventilation capacity to support simultaneous mine maintenance, mining, 
and waste emplacement operation, the design of which serves three functions: 
1. Provide sufficient airflow to the mine for personnel life-safety requirements;  
 

                                                           
1 Notification of Planned Change to the Permitted Facility Regarding the Construction of a New Filter Building, 
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit, Number: NM4890139088-TSDF, June 9, 2017 at 1. 
https://wipp.energy.gov/library/Information_Repository_A/Notification_of_Planned_Changes/17-
1042_Redacted_Enclosure.pdf  
2 https://hwbdocuments.env.nm.gov/Waste%20Isolation%20Pilot%20Plant/171112.pdf, Item 2 at 9. 
 

https://wipp.energy.gov/library/Information_Repository_A/Notification_of_Planned_Changes/17-1042_Redacted_Enclosure.pdf
https://wipp.energy.gov/library/Information_Repository_A/Notification_of_Planned_Changes/17-1042_Redacted_Enclosure.pdf
https://hwbdocuments.env.nm.gov/Waste%20Isolation%20Pilot%20Plant/171112.pdf
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2. Direct and filter potentially contaminated air to mitigate the release of airborne 
contaminants; and 
3. Incorporate sufficient redundancy to facilitate maintenance outages and filter 
changes with minimum impact on waste management activities;3 

 
Indeed the existing Permit, which does not include shaft 5 and associated drifts, states: 

The Underground Ventilation Filtration System (UVFS) fans which are part of the 
New Filter Building (NFB) (Building 416) provide enhanced ventilation in the 
underground, sufficient to allow concurrent mining and waste emplacement while 
in filtration mode.4  

 
In its FY 2020 Budget Request to Congress, DOE states: 

The new underground ventilation system will support additional personnel and 
equipment underground and will allow mining dust to exit the Waste Isolation 
Pilot Plant underground in an unfiltered exhaust pathway. Together, these 
outcomes provide the capability for simultaneous underground activities, such as 
mining and waste emplacement, which significantly increases operational 
efficiency.5 
 

Further, the Performance Measure in the Budget Request for the new ventilation system is: 
“Maintain concurrent mining, maintenance, and waste emplacement operations.”6 
 
Thus, to both NMED and to Congress, DOE has reiterated that the new shaft is not required for 
the new ventilation system and that it is the new ventilation system, not the new shaft, that 
provides for concurrent mining, maintenance, and waste emplacement operations. 

 
In summary, the purpose and need for concurrent mining, maintenance, and waste emplacement 
operations will be met by the NFB without the new shaft and associated drifts. Thus, the new 
shaft is not needed for the stated purpose. The request should be denied because the need has not 
been established. 
 
B. The real purpose and need for the new shaft and associated drifts is WIPP expansion, 
specifically to expand the underground footprint of WIPP beyond the ten-panel design. 
SRIC pointed out this real need and purpose of the new shaft and associated drifts in its February 
2, 2018 comments. Nothing in the request provides any response or refutation of those SRIC 
comments, because the permittees cannot refute the truth of those comments.  
 
It is undisputed that the new shaft and connecting drifts have never been part of the WIPP design 
or Permit, even in the decades before the permit was issued in 1999. Thus, waste emplacement in 
Panels 1-8 and 10 do not require the new shaft and associated drifts.  
 

                                                           
3 https://www.env.nm.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/NMED-Response-Matrix-03-20-2018.pdf at 1-2. 
4https://wipp.energy.gov/Library/Information_Repository_A/Searchable_Permit_NWP_Manager_Change_Sep_16_
2019.pdf at A2-9. 
5 https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2019/04/f61/doe-fy2020-budget-volume-5_0.pdf at 62. 
6 Ibid. at 63. 

https://www.env.nm.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/NMED-Response-Matrix-03-20-2018.pdf
https://wipp.energy.gov/Library/Information_Repository_A/Searchable_Permit_NWP_Manager_Change_Sep_16_2019.pdf
https://wipp.energy.gov/Library/Information_Repository_A/Searchable_Permit_NWP_Manager_Change_Sep_16_2019.pdf
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2019/04/f61/doe-fy2020-budget-volume-5_0.pdf
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There are two principal reasons that the permittees want to expand the underground footprint: (1) 
the historic mismanagement of the facility, including significantly underutilizing the permitted 
panel capacities, and (2) the goal of bringing more waste than the original design allows.  
 
(1) Because of how WIPP has been managed and operated, the total capacity of 175,564 cubic 
meters of waste cannot be accommodated in the long-standing ten-panel design. SRIC has 
pointed out this deficiency many times for many years, including the December 5, 2011 (Class 2 
Shielded Containers Comments, May 20, 2013 (Class 3 Modification Comments), and others. 
The shortfall in Panels 1-6 is more than 21,000 cubic meters. See Attachment 1 of Attachment 1. 
 
Of course, the shortfall will further increase. In Panel 7, Room 7 has 393.7 cubic meters of 
waste, and further emplacement is prohibited. In Rooms 4 and 6, waste emplacement is 
prohibited. Thus, considerably less than the permitted capacity of 18,750 cubic meters will be 
emplaced on Panel 7. No waste will be emplaced in Panel 9. So even if Panels 8 and 10 were 
filled to capacity, the shortfall from the permitted capacity in the ten panels will exceed 30,000 
cubic meters.  
 
The Government Accountability Office’s September 2017 report confirms that lack of capacity. 
“DOE does not have sufficient space at WIPP to dispose of all defense TRU waste.”7  
 
Thus, WIPP will either not be filled to more than approximately 80 percent of the underground 
design capacity limit or the underground footprint will be significantly expanded to allow more 
waste emplacement. It is important to note that the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act (LWA) does not 
require that 175,564 cubic meters of waste be disposed, but only that no more than that amount 
may be disposed.8 
 
(2) While DOE does not admit in its request that a significant reason to expand the underground 
footprint is for waste that is not part of the transuranic waste legacy inventory included in the 
Baseline Inventory Report with the original permit application, other DOE documents do 
describe such wastes. 
 

• High-Level Tank Waste. The permittees’ proposal to bring high-level tank waste resulted 
in the Excluded Waste Permit Section 2.3.3.8 in 2004. Nevertheless, the Final Tank 
Closure and Waste Management Environmental Impact Statement for the Hanford Site, 
Richland, Washington, DOE/EIS-0391, November 2012, continues to include WIPP as a 
reasonable alternative disposal site.9 Further, DOE’s current Notice of Preferred 
Alternative states:  

“DOE’s preferred alternative is to retrieve, treat, package, and 
characterize and certify the wastes for disposal at the Waste 
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in Carlsbad, New Mexico, a geologic  
 

                                                           
7 PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION: Proposed Dilute and Dispose Approach Highlights Need for More Work at the 
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. GAO 17-390, September 2017, at Highlights page. See detailed discussion on pages 32-
44. https://www.gao.gov/assets/690/686928.pdf 
8 Public Law 102-579 § 7(a)(3). 
9 https://www.hanford.gov/page.cfm/FinalTCWMEIS 

https://www.gao.gov/assets/690/686928.pdf
https://www.hanford.gov/page.cfm/FinalTCWMEIS
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repository for the disposal of mixed TRU waste generated by 
atomic energy defense activities.”10  

 
• Greater-Than-Class C Commercial Waste. Final Environmental Impact Statement for the 

Disposal of Greater-Than-Class C (GTCC) Low-Level Radioactive Waste and GTCC-Like 
Waste, DOE/EIS-037511 states that WIPP is the preferred geologic disposal alternative and 
that the “WIPP Vicinity” is a reasonable alternative for Intermediate-Depth Borehole 
disposal, Enhanced Near-Surface Trench disposal, and Above-Ground Vault disposal.12  

 
• West Valley Commercial Waste. Final Environmental Impact Statement for 

Decommissioning and/or Long-Term Stewardship at the West Valley Demonstration 
Project and Western New York Nuclear Service Center, (DOE/EIS–0226),13 states that 
WIPP is the preferred alternative for disposal of its commercial TRU waste. Because of 
SRIC’s objections to the FEIS, DOE has deferred a TRU waste disposal decision, but has 
not changed that alternative.14  
 

• Surplus Weapons Plutonium. The National Academy of Sciences currently has a panel 
examining DOE’s proposal to bring 34 metric tons or more of surplus weapons plutonium 
to WIPP.15  
 

Also, in the Fiscal Year 2020 Budget Request to Congress, DOE states:  
Consistent with the requirement in the FY 2018 NDAA and certified in the 
May 2018 Secretarial wavier, the MOX fuel approach was terminated and 
the subprogram will continue with the dilute and dispose strategy to fulfill 
the United States’ commitment to dispose of 34 metric tons of plutonium. 
The dilute and dispose strategy consists of blending plutonium with an 
inert mixture, packaging, and disposing of it in a geologic repository.16 

 
Of course, WIPP is the only repository. Thus, WIPP expansion, including the underground 
footprint, is to compensate for the historic mismanagement of the facility that has not used the 
permitted capacity and to provide space for new wastes that were not included in the legacy 
waste inventory, for which WIPP is authorized and intended. Congress, DOE, and the public 
have known for decades that other repositories are necessary for geologic disposal of TRU 
wastes. But rather than pursuing other repositories and long-term on-site storage at waste 
generator sites, DOE wants to expand WIPP as the only repository. See Attachment 1. 
 
NMED should not be complicit in those plans, which are contrary to the Permit, New Mexico-
DOE Consultation and Cooperation Agreement, and WIPP LWA. The request must be denied, as 
the unstated need for expansion should not be supported by NMED or the State. 
 

                                                           
10 https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/EIS-0391-FEIS-NoticeofPreferredAlternative-2013.pdf at 15385, c. 2. 
11 https://www.energy.gov/em/downloads/final-environmental-impact-statement-january-2016 
12 https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2017/02/f34/EIS-0375-FEIS_NOA-DOE-2016.pdf 
13 https://www.energy.gov/nepa/downloads/eis-0226-final-environmental-impact-statement 
14 https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2005-06-16/pdf/05-11882.pdf 
15 http://dels.nas.edu/Study-In-Progress/Disposal-Surplus-Plutonium/DELS-NRSB-17-03?bname=nrsb 
16 https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2019/04/f62/doe-fy2020-budget-volume-1.pdf at 490. 

https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/EIS-0391-FEIS-NoticeofPreferredAlternative-2013.pdf
https://www.energy.gov/em/downloads/final-environmental-impact-statement-january-2016
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2017/02/f34/EIS-0375-FEIS_NOA-DOE-2016.pdf
https://www.energy.gov/nepa/downloads/eis-0226-final-environmental-impact-statement
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2005-06-16/pdf/05-11882.pdf
http://dels.nas.edu/Study-In-Progress/Disposal-Surplus-Plutonium/DELS-NRSB-17-03?bname=nrsb
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2019/04/f62/doe-fy2020-budget-volume-1.pdf
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C. The new shaft and associated drifts are not supported by adequate NEPA analysis. 
While the regulations do not specifically require that class 3 permit modification requests be 
supported by National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document(s), the regulations do 
include the need to comply with other federal laws. 20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR 
270.3).   
 
In addition, the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act (LWA) requires that DOE comply with “all other 
applicable Federal laws pertaining to public health and safety or the environment.”17  
 
One such law is NEPA. The request does not include any discussion of NEPA compliance. On 
November 7, 2017, DOE approved a Supplement Analysis (SA) for New Permanent Ventilation 
System.18 The SA states: “For the purposes of this SA, a New Filter Building (NFB) and a New 
Exhaust Shaft were evaluated together for potential cumulative impacts. The Proposed Action, 
the PVS, would involve the construction and operation of an NFB and a New Exhaust Shaft.”19 
(emphasis added). 
 
However, the new shaft is not a “new exhaust shaft.” The existing exhaust shaft will continue to 
be used and the new shaft would be another air intake shaft with no exhaust shaft functions. The 
request states: “Shaft #5 will be used as the primary air intake shaft for the underground 
repository.” at 1. 
 
Thus, the SA does not provide adequate NEPA analysis of the new shaft #5 and associated drifts, 
including the need and intended uses. Because DOE issued an SA, which is not subject to public 
notice and comment, there was no opportunity for SRIC or other members of the public to 
comment on that document before it was issued. 
 
However, NMED can and should deny the modification request, which is not supported by 
adequate NEPA documentation. 
 
D. The new shaft may not adequately protect public health and the environment. 
On August 27, 2019, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) submitted a report to 
the DOE Secretary because WIPP officials had not adequately addressed safety problems with 
the new ventilation system that DNFSB had been raising for more than a year. While the report 
focuses primarily on the inadequate radiation protection aspects of the new ventilation system, it 
also raises concerns about the lack of integration between the new shaft and ventilation system:  

The non-safety utility shaft project proposes fans to supply a total of 500,000 
cubic feet per minute (cfm). SSCVS has the capacity to exhaust 540,000cfm. If 
utility shaft fans are not automatically shut down when the SSCVS fans stop, an 
imbalance in the underground air flow has the potential to up-cast unfiltered air 
from the contaminated circuit.20 

 
                                                           
17 Public Law 102-579 § 9(a)(1)(G). 
18 https://wipp.energy.gov/library/seis/DOE-EIS-0026-SA-11_Nov_2017.pdf 
19 Ibid. at 10 of 25. 
20https://www.dnfsb.gov/sites/default/files/document/18841/Safety%20Issues%20Relating%20to%20the%20WIPP
%20SSCVS%20%5B2019-100-037%5D.pdf at 2. 

https://wipp.energy.gov/library/seis/DOE-EIS-0026-SA-11_Nov_2017.pdf
https://www.dnfsb.gov/sites/default/files/document/18841/Safety%20Issues%20Relating%20to%20the%20WIPP%20SSCVS%20%5B2019-100-037%5D.pdf
https://www.dnfsb.gov/sites/default/files/document/18841/Safety%20Issues%20Relating%20to%20the%20WIPP%20SSCVS%20%5B2019-100-037%5D.pdf
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In addition, the request states that some air from the new shaft would be exhausted through the 
Air Intake Shaft without volatile organic compound (VOC) monitoring. at 7. The request 
provides no technical evidence that there could not be air leakage and releases of unmonitored 
VOCs. 
 
Further, the long-term purpose of the new shaft is to allow waste emplacement in new panels to 
the west of the existing underground footprint that would result in waste and VOCs moving 
through and being emplaced between the new shaft and the AIS. Thus, the design with no VOC 
monitoring cannot be approved, as it would not protect public health and the environment.  
 
Thus, rather than enhancing worker safety, the new shaft may contribute to public health and 
environmental problems. NMED must deny the request because the permittees have not 
demonstrated that the new shaft and associated drifts adequately protect public health and the 
environment. 
 
E. The permittees did not submit a “true, accurate, and complete” request, as required by 
regulations and as stated in the August 15, 2019 Cover Letter for the request.  
20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR 270.11(d)(1)) requires that permit document be signed 
and certified as being “true, accurate, and complete.” On the contrary, the request does not 
disclose the real purpose and need for the new shaft and associated drifts.  
 
The request refers to the FY 2019 Budget Request, but does not disclose the more recent FY 
2020 Budget Request, which states: 

The exhaust shaft has been renamed the utility shaft, which provides the best 
description for the multiple capabilities the shaft could be utilized for including: 
airflow, salt hoists, waste emplacement, material handling, transporting personnel 
and emergency egress. In addition, as design-engineering matured, it was 
determined that for usability and nuclear safety reasons, the new shaft would 
better serve as an intake shaft and that the existing air intake shaft would better be 
used as an exhaust shaft to provide for an unfiltered exhaust pathway for mining 
dust and supporting mine operations.21 

 
The request neither describes why those other capabilities are needed nor includes any discussion 
of whether the current design facilitates all of those other capabilities. Once again, the request is 
not complete and accurate. 
 
In the March 4, 2019 information response,22 the permittees state that future uses of the new 
shaft are not part of the request, nor are they precluded in future design changes. They also state 
that future disposal units are not part of the request. However, if the future disposal units were to 
be to the north or east of the current underground footprint, the new shaft would not be located to 
the west, as it has been. That the permittees are unwilling to admit such an obvious conclusion is 
another incompleteness and inaccuracy in the request.   
                                                           
21 https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2019/04/f61/doe-fy2020-budget-volume-5_0.pdf at 43. 
22https://wipp.energy.gov/Library/Information_Repository_A/Permit_Modification_Class_Determination_Requests
_NMED_Responses/19_0210_Redacted.pdf 
 

https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2019/04/f61/doe-fy2020-budget-volume-5_0.pdf
https://wipp.energy.gov/Library/Information_Repository_A/Permit_Modification_Class_Determination_Requests_NMED_Responses/19_0210_Redacted.pdf
https://wipp.energy.gov/Library/Information_Repository_A/Permit_Modification_Class_Determination_Requests_NMED_Responses/19_0210_Redacted.pdf
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Therefore, the request should be denied because it does not accurately state the need for the new 
shaft and associated drifts, does not disclose the real purpose and need, is not supported by 
adequate NEPA analysis, does not demonstrate that the new shaft protects public health and 
safety, and is not true, accurate, and complete. 
  
2. If NMED does not deny the request, it must issue an NOD for more information. 
As established by the foregoing comments, all of the information that NMED needs is not 
provided in the request, and the request includes misinformation. However, if the request is not 
denied, before NMED can further process the request, the permittees must provide more 
information, including: 

• Admitting that the new shaft and associated drifts are not needed for concurrent mining, 
maintenance, and waste emplacement operations. 

• Discussing the actual purpose and need of the new shaft and associated drifts. 
• Disclosing the capabilities of the new shaft, including how the design does not  

accommodate the additional requirements of “hoisting capability for personnel, materials, 
and salt).” Request at 1. 

• Justifying the adequacy of the NEPA analysis in the SA-11 and what additional NEPA 
analysis will be done to support expanding the underground footprint and disposing of 
additional waste beyond that emplaced in Panels 1-10.  

• Providing technical analysis that the new shaft and associated drifts would protect public 
health and the environment, including resolving the problems identified by the DNFSB. 

 
Thus, NMED should deny the request. But if it does not do so, it must issue a Notice of 
Deficiency (NOD) to obtain the true, accurate, and complete information for the Department’s  
and the public’s consideration. 
 
3. If not denied and if no NOD is issued, SRIC requests a Public Hearing and Negotiations. 
These comments clearly demonstrate that NMED cannot proceed with the request as submitted. 
But if the request is not denied and no NOD is issued, SRIC again states that it opposes the 
modification and requests a public hearing.  
 
SRIC specifically objects to each and every provision included in the request, except for three 
typographic and editorial additions on page B-9. SRIC does not object to changing the 
typographical error in the first paragraph on that page. SRIC also does not object to adding 
“standard” in the two places shown in the last full paragraph on the page. However, those 
changes can be made through class 1 modifications and in no way are a justification for NMED 
to move forward with the request.  
 
Further, and prior to any notice of public hearing, pursuant to 20.4.1.901. A.4 NMAC and 
NMED practice regarding past class 3 modifications and the permit renewal hearing, SRIC 
requests that NMED, the Permittees, SRIC, and other parties conduct negotiations to attempt to 
resolve issues.  
 
4. If NMED does not deny the request, it should postpone its consideration until after the permit 
renewal process. 
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The public concern and the gross deficiencies in the application indicate that if the request is not 
denied, the further modification process will be contentious and complex. For both NMED  
and the public, the time, effort, and cost of such a modification process will detract from the 
resources needed for the more important permit renewal process. Thus, if the new shaft 
modification request is not denied, SRIC renews its proposal of April 15, 2019 that further 
consideration of the request be postponed until after the conclusion of the permit renewal 
process. Attachment 2. A less desirable alternative would be to consider the request as part of the 
permit renewal process. 
 
5. NMED should limit the permittees’ activities related to the new shaft and associated drifts. 
The permittees have an aggressive schedule to construct the new shaft and associated drifts (even 
though the schedule is much delayed from earlier plans), including providing financial incentives 
for co-permittee Nuclear Waste Partnership (NWP). SRIC is very concerned that activities 
already underway and planned future activities before the modification request might be 
adequately considered will prejudice the modification process. At some point, the permittees and 
others are likely to state that so much money and commitment has been made to the new shaft 
and associated drifts that NMED has no real choice but to approve the request. Such a situation 
would be totally unacceptable and contrary to the Hazardous Waste Act and its regulations. 
 
The current FY 2020 Performance Evaluation and Measurement Plan (PEMP) for NWP includes 
a $1,200,000 bonus fee for completing three specific activities related to the new shaft.23 Those 
activities are to be accomplished by February 20, 2020; March 30, 2020; and July 10, 2020. 
SRIC does not agree that any of those actions should be undertaken without the modification 
request being approved, and we certainly do not agree that NWP should receive incentive fees 
for accomplishing such activities. The fees themselves provide incentives for NWP to advocate 
for a quick approval of the request, to the detriment of an adequate public participation process. 
 
Therefore, SRIC urges NMED to inform the permittees that they should not undertake activities 
related to the new shaft and associated drifts before final action on the modification request. 
Further, the permittees should be informed that their schedule will not be allowed to compromise 
adequate public participation processes to consider the request.   
 
Thank you very much for your careful consideration of, and your response to, these and all other 
comments. 
 
Sincerely,  

 
Don Hancock 
cc:  John Kieling 
 

                                                           
23 https://wipp.energy.gov/NWPpayments/NWP/FY20_PEMP_Rev_0.pdf at 12. 
 

https://wipp.energy.gov/NWPpayments/NWP/FY20_PEMP_Rev_0.pdf


September 30, 2019 
Mr. Bobby St. John 
PO Box 2078 
Carlsbad, NM 88220 via email: infocntr@wipp.ws 

RE: Draft CBFO Strategic Plan - DOE/CBFO-19-3605, Revision 0, 

Dear Bobby, 

Southwest Research and Information Center (SRIC) appreciates the issuance of the Draft Strategic 
Plan (DSP) for Public Comment, including the public meetings on September 10 and 12, 2019, and 
the public comment period. We look forward to a final Strategic Plan that addresses these 
comments and others that you receive. The Plan is an important document in describing how the 
Department of Energy (DOE) intends to operate WIPP and comply with legal requirements during 
the next five years and throughout the facility’s lifetime. However, the DSP is inadequate in major 
respects, and the final Plan must be significantly revised, as described in the following comments. 

1. The DSP violates major requirements of the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act, DOE-New Mexico
Consultation and Cooperation Agreement, and WIPP Permit. 
A. WIPP’s Limited Mission. 
The WIPP Land Withdrawal Act (LWA), Consultation and Cooperation (C&C) Agreement, and 
WIPP Permit are based on the fact that WIPP is the first of multiple geologic repositories and has a 
limited mission. The original WIPP authorization (Public Law 96-164, § 213(a)) states that WIPP 
is “to demonstrate the safe disposal of radioactive waste resulting from the defense activities and 
programs of the United States exempted from regulation by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.” 
The law specifically designates WIPP as a “pilot plant” and to “demonstrate the safe disposal.” 
Both of those designations clearly indicate that WIPP is not the sole disposal site for all TRU 
waste. Congress has maintained those legal requirements and constraints for the last 40 years.  

Additionally, Congress has not changed the authorization in subsequent nuclear waste laws. In 
1982, Congress passed the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982 (Public Law 97-425) with 
the primary purpose of developing other repositories.  Congress amended the NWPA in 1987 to 
designate a single high-level waste and spent fuel repository, and discussed whether that facility 
should be WIPP, but again determined that WIPP would not be that facility, and instead designated 
Yucca Mountain, Nevada, as the repository.  

Attachment 1
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The 1979 Authorization provided that the Secretary of Energy “shall seek to enter into a written 
agreement with the appropriate officials of the State of New Mexico, as provided by the laws of the 
State of New Mexico, not later than September 30, 1980, setting forth the procedures under which 
the consultation and cooperation required by paragraph (1) shall be carried out.” § 213(b).  The 
C&C Agreement was signed on July 1, 1981. Article VI describes the limited mission for WIPP, as 
provided in the Authorization.  
 
Thus, the Congress, the DOE, the State of New Mexico, and the public all understand that there are 
to be multiple geologic repositories, including for TRU waste, as there are no plans to stop making 
TRU waste in 2050 or thereafter. To the contrary, the DSP describes WIPP as “the only repository 
for defense-related TRU waste.” at 10. Consequently, DOE appears to propose a “WIPP Forever” 
plan that includes no further repositories, nor improved on-site storage at other sites. 
 
Revisions needed: The Plan must include a discussion of WIPP’s limited mission and its relation to 
requirements and plans for other repositories. Also, the Mission on page 7 should be revised to be: 
“Provide safe, compliant, and efficient characterization, transportation, and disposal of defense 
TRU waste as the first geologic repository.” The Vision on page 7 should be revised to be: “Enable 
a nuclear weapons future by providing safe and environmentally-responsible defense TRU waste 
management.” The statement on page 10 should be revised to indicate that WIPP is the first 
repository for defense-related TRU waste and describe how DOE intends to identify sites and 
operate additional defense-related TRU repositories. 
 
B. Capacity Limit. 
It is uncontested that the LWA limits the facility to up to 6,200,000 cubic feet (175,564 cubic 
meters) of defense transuranic (TRU) waste. LWA § 7(a)(3), DSP at 9 & 21, C&C Agreement at 
Article VI.E, WIPP Permit at Attachment B and other provisions. 
 
It is contested as to how that volume limit is calculated, as documented in the WIPP Permit 
Modification approved by the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) on December 21, 
2018 and on appeal in the New Mexico Court of Appeals Case No. A-1-CA-37894. SRIC believes 
that the law requires the historic practice of calculating the waste limit based on outer container 
volume. The new DOE second way of calculating is by inner container volume, which has the 
purpose of allowing approximately 30 percent more waste than the legal limit. For example, as of 
September 21, 2019, the volume of waste emplaced by outer container is 97,002.11 cubic meters 
and by inner container is 68,677.57 cubic meters, or 29.2 percent less. 
https://www.wipp.energy.gov/general/GenerateWippStatusReport.pdf 
 
The DSP metric in Goals 2 and 4 is numbers of shipments, not waste volume, which is the 
appropriate legal metric. However, the shipment numbers provided in the DSP would result in 
waste volume that exceeds the capacity limit. The amount of waste as of September 21, 2019 is the 
result of 12,589 shipments. Thus, by outer container volume, shipments average 7.71 cubic meters 
and by inner container volume, shipments average 5.46 cubic meters. 
 
The DSP estimates that in Fiscal Years 2020-2024 WIPP will receive 2,436 shipments. at 18. 
Those shipments would be expected to bring 18,781 cubic meters of waste based on outer 
container volume. The plan for 616 shipments per year from FY 2025 to FY 2050 totals 16,016 

https://www.wipp.energy.gov/general/GenerateWippStatusReport.pdf
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shipments. At outer container average volume of 7.71 cubic meters, those shipments bring 123,483 
cubic meters of waste. Adding those amounts, by FY 2050, WIPP would have 239,266 cubic 
meters [97,002 + 18,781 + 123,483] based on outer containers, or 63,702 cubic meters and 26.6 
percent more waste than allowed by the LWA and C&C Agreement. 
    
Revisions needed: The Plan must include the appropriate metric of volumes of waste based on 
outer and inner container volumes. The Plan must clearly show how those waste volumes comply 
(or not) with the LWA, C&C Agreement, and the WIPP Permit. 
  
C. Operational Lifetime. 
The DSP correctly states that WIPP’s originally planned operational lifetime was 25 years. at 8. 
Since WIPP opened in 1999, the Permit includes numerous provisions related to the 25-year 
operational lifetime and that the Disposal Phase ends by 2024. Furthermore, the Nuclear Waste 
Partnership (NWP) contract, signed on April 20, 2012, provides: “…the Contractor is expected to 
facilitate all activities to ship and receive waste to complete the disposition of 90 percent of legacy 
transuranic waste by the end of fiscal 2015.” 
https://wipp.energy.gov/library/foia/NWP_M&OContract/Section_C.pdf at C-3. 
 
However, the DSP states that WIPP’s operational lifetime must be until at least 2050, which is “the 
estimated duration needed to emplace the existing defense TRU waste inventory.” at 5. The fact 
that the 2014 radiation release prevented waste shipments for three years and is expected to result 
in reduced waste emplacement for several more years in no way adequately explains the more than 
doubling of the facility’s operational lifetime. 
 
While not explained in the DSP, such a “WIPP Forever” extension of the lifetime apparently has 
multiple causes. One important cause is not using all available space in Panels 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6. 
That WIPP’s underground footprint would not accommodate 175,564 cubic meters of waste has 
been known since 2003 when Panel 1 was closed after using 58.32 percent of the permitted 
capacity. For many years, SRIC has publicly noted that the permittees’ management practices, 
especially failing to use all of the disposal capacity of each WIPP panel, meant that the actual 
capacity of the eight (or ten) panels is much less than 6.2 million cubic feet. In Panels 1 through 6, 
the capacity shortfall is 20,761 cubic meters of contact-handled (CH) waste and 710 cubic meters 
of remote-handled (RH) waste. Thus, 81.3 percent of CH capacity was used and 46.82 percent of 
RH capacity. See Attachment 1.  

 
In 2013 the DOE Inspector General (IG) reported: 

“We found that while EM had made progress in meeting its operational disposal 
goals, it was not on track to meet its goal to dispose of 90 percent of the 
Department's legacy TRU waste by the end of FY 2015. In particular, EM faces a 
number of challenges in meeting its planned 90 percent waste disposal goal by 
2015. Additionally, without further modifications to the repository or existing 
waste disposal practices, WIPP may not have capacity for disposal of the 

 current RH inventory.”  
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2013/05/f1/OAS-L-13-09.pdf at 1-2.  
 

 

https://wipp.energy.gov/library/foia/NWP_M&OContract/Section_C.pdf%20at%20C-3
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2013/05/f1/OAS-L-13-09.pdf%20at%201-2
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In 2017, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) reported:  
“DOE does not have sufficient space at WIPP to dispose of all defense TRU 
waste….  
•DOE’s TRU waste management plan, which includes planning for WIPP, covers a 
5-year period and does not address possible expansion. Moreover, DOE’s TRU 
waste management plan does not include a schedule for expanding DOE’s disposal 
space before existing space is full. 
•Expanding WIPP’s disposal space will require regulatory approval that is 
expected to take several years. However, DOE modeling that is needed to begin the 
regulatory approval process is not expected to be ready until 2024.”  

https://www.gao.gov/assets/690/686928.pdf at inside cover. 
 
Another likely cause of the extended lifetime is DOE’s desire to expand the amounts and types of 
waste beyond legacy defense TRU waste, which SRIC and many others oppose, including: 

• 34 metric tons or more of surplus plutonium, as a result of the cancellation of the Mixed 
Oxide Fuel Facility 

• Renamed high-level, excluded waste 
• Commercial Greater-Than-Class C waste 
• Commercial waste from the West Valley, New York site 
• 10,000 metric tons of elemental mercury for long-term surface storage 

 
Additional likely causes are the lack of another repository and the inability of storage sites to 
characterize and ship wastes to meet the 25-year timeframe, among others. 
 
Regardless of DOE’s plans, the WIPP Permit provides that for good cause the NMED can order 
facility closure at any date. 
 
Revisions needed: The Plan must include an explanation of the reasons that the WIPP operational 
lifetime is planned to be more than doubled. The Plan should include which of the proposed 
additional wastes are to be disposed by 2050. The Plan should also clearly state that the WIPP 
Permit allows disposal operations to be halted for good cause well before 2050. 
 
D. New underground footprint and additional infrastructure. 
For more than four decades, the WIPP underground design has been based on the eight panels, plus 
Panels 9 and 10, if needed. That footprint included the four existing shafts and the Waste Handling 
Building. The DSP apparently estimates that only the eight panels will be filled through FY 2024, 
though it does not include the volume of wastes that those panels will hold by 2024. The Future of 
WIPP Conceptual Draft diagram on page 17 clearly indicates the current footprint is inadequate 
and will be expanded, as does some of the infrastructure description.  
 
But the DSP does not describe the new underground footprint, including new panels and rooms. 
The DSP does not explain what additional infrastructure is needed for the proposed 2050 
operational timeframe. Nor has DOE issued NEPA document(s) to discuss that proposed 
operational timeframe, new underground footprint and infrastructure and the impacts of such 
operations, nor the reasonable alternatives to such operations, among other legal requirements.  
 

https://www.gao.gov/assets/690/686928.pdf
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Revisions needed: The Plan must include what NEPA document(s) and decisions that will be 
issued during the 5-year timeframe. The Plan also must explain how the infrastructure 
improvements relate to the future larger underground footprint, which should be much more fully 
described, including proposed panels and rooms and other additional infrastructure. 
 
2. The DSP does not discuss all of the proposed major activities during the 5-year period. 
A. Above-Ground Storage Facility (AGSF).  
The AGSF is identified as “A” on the Future of WIPP Conceptual Draft diagram on page 17. But 
there is no description of that facility or why it is needed during the 5-year timeframe or for WIPP 
operations after that time. SRIC has reiterated its opposition to such a facility because WIPP is not 
a surface storage facility, has never been included in NEPA documents and decisions, and would 
endanger public health and the environment. 
 
Revisions needed: 
The Plan should state that there will not be an AGSF. However, if the facility and the permit 
modification request are part of the next 5-year timeframe and beyond that time, the Plan should 
explain why the facility is needed, by what date it is required to be operational, and when NEPA 
compliance and decisions will be accomplished. 
 
B. Excluded waste. 
Since 2003, there have been permitting activities related to DOE’s proposals to bring renamed 
high-level waste to WIPP, which have resulted in the excluded waste provision of the Permit. § 
2.3.3.8. Since 2013, there is a class 3 permit modification request to change that provision. But the 
DSP includes no discussion of that modification or the need for such a modification. SRIC and 
many members of the public have strongly opposed such waste as being excluded by the LWA § 
12.  
 
Revisions needed: The Plan should state that the class 3 permit modification will be withdrawn. 
However, if DOE intends to pursue allowing excluded waste during the next five years, it should 
provide a timeframe of when such a modification is needed and the volume of waste by outer and 
inner container calculation, and how that volume complies with the capacity limit. 
 
C. Remote-handled (RH) waste. 
WIPP’s mission includes disposal of up to 250,000 cubic feet (7,079 cubic meters) of RH waste, 
which is included in the LWA, C&C Agreement, and WIPP Permit. The DSP briefly discusses RH 
waste in shielded containers (but not the number of shipments and number of containers) and only 
confirms that RH waste in canisters will not be authorized during the 5-year timeframe. at 19. 
Since the DSP also states that the design for new shielded containers is being explored, the 
inference is that all future RH waste will be in shielded containers, and none in canisters. But there 
is no technical documentation as to how all RH waste could come in shielded containers. 
Consequently, the DSP does not specifically state that WIPP will ever complete that RH waste 
mission, nor how much RH waste is expected to be emplaced.  
 
The RH waste emplacement rate has always been insufficient to dispose of all such waste. In 2003, 
the DOE Inspector General (IG) reported:  
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“If current waste emplacement practices continue, by 2020, the repository, as now 
configured, will not be able to accommodate 980 planned shipments of 
remote-handled TRU waste. The Department has recognized the potential space 
problem and identified some alternatives, but has not yet formally planned for the 
resolution of this issue.” 
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/igprod/documents/CalendarYear2003/ig-
0613.pdf at 1. 
 

What to do with RH waste is a major issue to be determined during the next five years, but it is not 
adequately addressed in the DSP.  
 
Revisions needed: The Plan should discuss how much RH waste in shielded containers will be 
shipped and emplaced during the 5-year timeframe and years beyond. The Plan should include 
whether the RH volume limit is expected to be met. The Plan should include decisions (and permit 
modifications) that are expected regarding panel design and capacity and RH Bay modifications to 
accommodate RH waste in canisters or whether no more RH waste in canisters is planned.  
 
D. Panel 10. 
A decision that must be made during the next five years is whether or not Panel 10 will be used for 
waste emplacement. Yet the DSP contains no discussion of Panel 10. The Future of WIPP 
Conceptual Draft diagram on page 17 does not show any TRU waste in Panel 10. 
 
Revisions needed: The Plan should state whether Panel 10 will be used, when such a decision will 
be made if no determination has yet been made, and how much waste by outer and inner container 
volumes would be emplaced if the panel were used.  
 
3. Other Necessary Revisions. 
A. Utility Shaft. 
The DSP identifies the new shaft #5 as the Utility Shaft (at 5 and 12) and “New Air Stack for 
Unfiltered Exhaust” (p. 17). The new shaft #5 is identified as part of the ventilation system (at 5 
and 12). But the diagram on page 13 does not include the new shaft #5 in the Safety Significant 
Confinement Ventilation System (SSCVS). In fact, the SSCVS could operate without the new 
shaft #5. The major reason for the new shaft #5 is for the proposed new underground footprint of 
panels and disposal rooms to the west of the existing underground footprint. Presumably that is the 
“operational efficiency” purpose of the five enumerated on page 12. 
 
Revisions needed: The Plan should be revised to state that the new shaft is not essential to operate 
the SSCVS. The Plan should more fully describe the purpose of the shaft for future waste 
emplacement and the panels and rooms that will be needed. 
 
B. Number of shipments. 
The DSP states that the goal is 14 shipments per week. at 5. 14 shipments per week for 44 weeks 
equals 616 shipments, which is the stated goal for FY 2023 and FY 2024. at 18. However, the DSP 
also states that the goal is to have approximately 17 shipments per week by FY 2023. at 24.  
 

https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/igprod/documents/CalendarYear2003/ig-0613.pdf
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/igprod/documents/CalendarYear2003/ig-0613.pdf
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Revisions needed: The Plan should include the number of shipments per week, the number of 
weeks available per year, and the annual shipments in future years. The Plan should also include 
any infrastructure or permit modification requirements to meet those shipment goals. 
 
C. New Airlock and TRUdock.  
The Future of WIPP Conceptual Draft diagram includes “F” Airlock to Additional TRUdock. The 
DSP otherwise provides no explanation of why an additional TRUdock is necessary, when it 
would be operational, what permit modifications would be required, among other things. Since the 
DSP includes no more than 17 shipments per week in the future and states that in the past WIPP 
has received more than twice that many shipments in a week, there is no basis given that such a 
new TRUdock is needed. 
 
Revisions needed: The Plan should either eliminate the new Airlock and TRUdock or include a 
description of the need for such an additional TRUdock, when it would be operational, and what 
permit modifications would be required. 
 
D. Historic inaccuracies. 
The DSP states: “After the first waste receipt, shipping rates exceeded the designed shipping rate 
to a maximum of 36 shipments received in one week, and an average of about 25 shipments per 
week towards the end of that 15-year operational period.” at 8. However, as Attachment 2 shows, 
the maximum number of annual CH shipments was in FY 2006 when there were 1,128 shipments. 
The same number of shipments was made in FY 2010. Those two years cannot accurately be 
described as being “towards the end of that 15-year operational period.” The maximum amount of 
waste emplaced – the more appropriate metric – was also in FY 2006 with 10,555 cubic meters of 
CH waste. Again, that is not “towards the end of that 15-year operational period.”  
 
Revisions needed: The Plan should change the statement on page 8, so that it accurately describes 
the history of maximum number of shipments and maximum waste emplacement. 
 
E. Previous WIPP Strategic Plans 
The DSP Cover Page states that the Plan supersedes DOE/CBFO-11-3473, Rev. 0. However, that 
document is not publicly available on the WIPP website or in the more than three million 
documents in the DOE Office of Scientific and Technical Information website – www.osti.gov. 
On September 23, 2019, SRIC requested that the document be provided and made publicly 
available, but it is still not available. 
 
In FY 2016, NWP was given a $250,000 Performance Based Incentives bonus for “developing an 
overarching vision and strategy for WIPP to achieve its operational lifetime through FY 2050 with 
both near term and long term operational activities and projects.” 
https://www.wipp.energy.gov/NWPpayments/NWP/FY16_Fee_Determination_Scorecard_17-02
85.pdf at 4, Metric 8. The document - WIPP Strategic Plan Operations Through 2050 – dated June 
27, 2016 was publicly released only as a result of SRIC’s Freedom of Information Act request.  
http://sric.org/nuclear/docs/2016-06-27_FY-2016-Plan.pdf 
  

https://www.wipp.energy.gov/NWPpayments/NWP/FY16_Fee_Determination_Scorecard_17-0285.pdf%20at%204
https://www.wipp.energy.gov/NWPpayments/NWP/FY16_Fee_Determination_Scorecard_17-0285.pdf%20at%204
http://sric.org/nuclear/docs/2016-06-27_FY-2016-Plan.pdf
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As released to SRIC, the document was marked “Obsolete.” There has been no explanation as to 
why the taxpayers should have paid $250,000 for such an “obsolete” document. However, major 
aspects of the NWP Strategic Plan are mirrored in the DSP, including: 

• Operating WIPP until 2050 
• “substantial repairs or replacements of existing structures, facilities and properties are 

needed within the next five years.” at 6. 
• 44 weeks available for shipments. at 21.  

 
The 2016 NWP Strategic Plan also references DOE/WIPP 04-3327, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 
Ten-Year Site Plan FY 2017-FY 2026, Rev. 12 at 30. That document also is not publicly available 
on the WIPP website or in the more than three million documents in the DOE Office of Scientific 
and Technical Information website – www.osti.gov. On September 23, 2019, SRIC requested that 
the document be provided and made publicly available, but it is still not available. 
 
Revisions needed: DOE/CBFO-11-3473, Rev. 0 should be made publicly available, and the Plan 
should be revised to discuss the major changes from the earlier plan. DOE/WIPP 04-3327 should 
be made publicly available, and the Plan should be revised to discuss major changes from that Site 
Plan. The Plan should be revised to discuss the major changes compared with the FY 2016 NWP 
Strategic Plan. 
 
F. Underground science laboratory. 
The DSP briefly describes some historic underground science laboratory activities. at 9. But there 
is no discussion of current and future possible underground science laboratory activities or what 
portions of the underground are available for such activities. 
 
Revisions needed: The Plan should either state that no further underground science laboratory 
activities are expected or describe the activities and portions of the underground that are available 
for such activities. 
 
In summary, while the Strategic Plan is an important document to describe for DOE and the public 
what WIPP’s goals and operations will be for the next five years and in future years, the DSP has 
very significant deficiencies. The Plan must be substantially revised to adequately fulfill its 
purpose. “WIPP Forever” is not legally or publicly acceptable and must be eliminated, and plans 
for additional repositories must now be made publicly available. 
 
Thank you for your careful consideration of and response to these comments and all others 
received.  
 
 Sincerely,  

 
Don Hancock 



WIPP PERMITTED VS. ACTUAL CAPACITY Attachment 1
(in cubic meters) - As September 21, 2019

CH-Permitted Actual % Used RH-Permitted Actual % Used
Panel 1 18,000 10,497 58.32% 0

Panel 2 18,000 17,998 99.99% 0

Panel 3 18,750 17,092 91.16% 0

Panel 4 18,750 14,258 76.04% 356 176 49.44%

Panel 5 18,750 15,927 84.94% 445 235 52.81%

Panel 6 18,750 14,467 77.16% 534 214 40.07%

Panels 1-6 111,000 90,239 81.30% 1,335 625 46.82%

Shortfall 20,761 710

Panel 7 18,750 6,118 650 20

Panel 8 18,750 650

Panels 1-8 148,500 96,357 2,635 645

Notes:  
  "CH" is Contact-Handled waste; "RH" is Remote-Handled
  "Permitted" refers to the capacity limits in the New Mexico WIPP permit
  Volume is by outer container volume

Compiled by: Don Hancock, Southwest Research and Information Center
505/262-1862; sricdon@earthlink.net

mailto:505/262-1862sricdon@earthlink.net


WIPP DISPOSAL Attachment 2
in cubic meters - Outer container volume

to 9/21
CH FY1999 FY2000 FY01 FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05 FY2006 FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY17 FY18 FY2019 Total
Argonne 97 24 121
Hanford 13 68 18 250 448 853 715 765 622 9 475 825 5,061
  ORP
INL 15 87 717 2,065 567 342 2,564 7,890 5,390 3,304 4,621 5,114 4,211 2,620 2,099 1,138 453 2,111 2,033 47,341
KAPL-NFS
LANL 190 74 8 327  171 546 823 689 727 1,063 1,014 1,514 1,460 556 12 126 173 9,473
LBL
LLNL 146 146
Material & Fuels
NTS 106 235 64 405
NRD
ORR 12 37 230 79 57 20 340 200 975
RFETS 62 252 1,044 2,903 4,017 4,650 2,134 15,062
SNL
SRS   62 141 2,285 3,240 1,554 1,340 1,548 1,267 719 862 1,139 1,469 1,465 416 80 39 23 17,649
WCS/LANL 99 99

267 352 1,965 5,135 7,543 8,810 7,657 10,555 8,526 5,894 6,113 7,744 7,268 5,660 5,024 2,110 664 2,616 2,429 96,331
 

WIPP derived 1 3 21 25

Total 267 352 1,965 5,136 7,543 8,810 7,657 10,555 8,526 5,894 6,116 7,744 7,268 5,660 5,024 2,110 685 2,616 2,429 96,356

RH
Argonne 4.5 17.8 19.6 41.8 34.7 31.3 9.8 3.8 163.3
Bettis 4.5  4.5
GEVNC 5.3 23.1 28.5
Hanford 0.0
INL 57.9 95.2 24.0 28.5 25.8 25.8 65.0 1.8 324.0
KAPL-Schen.
LANL  14.2 14.2
Material & Fuels
ORR 7.1 46.3 7.1 4.5 65.0
SANL 7.1 7.1
SRS 24.9 10.7 2.7   38.3
WV

57.9 99.7 93.5 117.5 89.9 74.8 96.3 11.6 0.0 0.0 3.8 644.8



CH ShipmeFY1999 FY2000 FY01 FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05 FY2006 FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY17 FY18 FY2019
Argonne 9 5 1  2 17
Hanford 3 7 2 37 72 100 67 79 64 1 52 88 572
INL 3 13 121 373 85 38 308 833 637 421 640 669 555 361 299 124 48 232 253 6,013
LANL 17 7 1 46 37 105 116 76 116 157 172 230 184 64 1 30 1,359
LLNL 18 18
NTS 13 27 8 48
ORR 2 4 36 9 7 5 56 23 142
RFETS 12 42 162 469 437 597 326 2,045
SRS 7 16 185 239 125 115 122 122 87 82 115 157 178 61 9 1 2 1,623
WCS 11 20 2 33

32 58 304 861 799 964 941 1,128 954 685 848 996 939 755 662 249 73 310 312 11,870

RH shipments
Argonne 5 20 22 47 39 34 11 178
Bettis 5 5
GEVNC 6 26 32
INL 65 107 27 32 29 29 73 2 364
LANL 16 16
ORR 8 52 8 5   73
SANL 8 8
SRS 28 12 3   43

65 112 105 132 101 84 107 13 0 0 0 719

CH+RH 32 58 304 861 799 964 941 1,128 1,019 797 953 1,128 1,040 839 769 262 73 310 312 12,589

Sources: DOE Run Date 4/16/2013 and subsequent DOE documents - some individual site volume numbers are approximate.
Notes:  Argonne CH Shipments in FY2013 and FY 2019 were RH waste in lead-shielded container, which is included in RH volume.
            WCS shipments in most years are included as LANL waste, where the waste originated.

Compiled by:  Don Hancock, Southwest Research and Information Center, 505/262-1862; sricdon@earthlink.net



April 15, 2019 

James C. Kenney, Secretary 
New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) 
1190 St. Francis Dr. 
Santa Fe, NM 87505  via email 

RE: WIPP Permit Renewal Process and New Shaft permit modification 

Dear Secretary Kenney: 

On April 11, representatives of Southwest Research and Information Center (SRIC), Nuclear 
Watch New Mexico, Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety, and Citizens for Alternatives to 
Radioactive Dumping met with seven representatives of the WIPP permittees – Department of 
Energy (DOE) Carlsbad Field Office and Nuclear Waste Partnership. The permittees limited the 
scope of the meeting to the new shaft #5 and the permittees’ answers of March 4, 2019 to NMED 
questions about the shaft determination request. At the meeting, we were informed that DOE 
WIPP Manager Todd Shrader intended to have a meeting with us “in a couple of months” to 
discuss the permit modification and permit renewal issues that we have long been requesting. 

At the meeting, SRIC stated that it was very concerned about the lack of the permittees’ 
willingness to discuss the permit renewal process and the apparent lack of action on a permit 
renewal application, since the public process should have already begun. While the permittees’ 
representatives said that they would report our concerns, SRIC believes that the permittees’ 
inaction may better be addressed by NMED action.  

Given the statements at the April 11 meeting and previous permittees’ actions, we have two 
suggestions, consistent with your authority, and the discussions held with you on April 2, 2019: 

1. NMED inform the permittees that the priority is the permit renewal process and that the
permittees should initiate the pre-renewal application public process immediately, given the time 
required for what could be a technically and legally complex renewal process so that a permit 
renewal decision can be issued by the end of 2020, when the existing permit expires. 

2. NMED inform the permittees that no construction-related activities related to Shaft # 5 are
allowed until a modification is approved and, further, that the modification request will not be 
processed prior to the permit renewal decision and that it might be deferred until after the Final 
Order on the renewal application is issued. 
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The permit renewal process may require more than 21 months, so it must begin immediately. 
The regulations (20 NMAC 4.1.901.C(1) (incorporating 40 CFR 124.31(d)) require that prior to 
submitting a permit renewal application, the permittees must provide public notice at least 30 days 
prior to having one or more pre-application meetings. For the first WIPP Permit Renewal process, 
the permittees held pre-application meetings on February 10 and 12, 2009.  The Secretary’s Final 
Order renewing the permit was issued on November 30, 2010 – or more than 21 months later. 
Based on that history, the pre-application meetings for the renewal should have been held two 
months ago, yet they have not been announced and the permittees have not even provided a 
schedule for such public meetings, nor the expected contents of the renewal application. 
 
Moreover, the forthcoming renewal process will likely be more technically and legally complex 
and be subject to much more public concern and opposition than the previous renewal, which 
could require a more lengthy timeframe. The previous renewal application included few major 
changes, whereas the forthcoming renewal has at least one issue – Overpack Container Storage 
Unit – that SRIC and some other parties consider to be illegal and technically complex. The 
Permittees may seek to change Permit Section 2.3.3.8 related to Excluded Waste, and they may 
propose other major changes, including Shaft #5 and authorizing disposal in additional panels. 
 
Also, unlike the previous renewal process, there are existing provisions of the Permit that are being 
legally challenged – the Volume of Record modification approved on December 21, 2018 – and 
which SRIC intends to oppose in the renewal process, if it has not been addressed through the 
ongoing appeal in the New Mexico Court of Appeals (A-1-CA-37894) or by an agency-initiated 
modification under 20 NMAC 4.1.901 (incorporating 40 CFR 270.41). Thus, the already known 
substantive issues in the forthcoming renewal process make it likely that it will take a longer 
period of time than the previous renewal. 
 
The Permittees are well aware of the regulatory requirements, the time to complete the previous 
renewal process, and the limited resources of NMED and stakeholders. Consequently, the 
Permittees apparently expect that there will be an administrative approval of an extension of the 
existing permit beyond its expiration date of December 30, 2020. SRIC urges you to inform the 
permittees that such an extension is not favored and that the permittees should immediately start 
the renewal process with the required public notice and pre-application meetings. 
 
2. The permittees should be informed that construction of Shaft #5 is not allowed until a permit 
modification is approved and that such a decision is a lower priority than the renewal process. 
The Permittees’ March 4, 2019 response to Question #9 stated: 
 

“The following time lines are estimated for the Utility Shaft Project: 
a. Initiate sinking of S#5 in March 2020 
b. Shaft sinking complete approximately 17 months after start date (August 2021) 
c. Drifts (mining from west to east) complete approximately 8-month duration 
(April 2022; the connection to the existing facility will be made at approximately 
this point in time) 
d. Startup/Testing/Project Closeout approximately one-year duration (March 
2023)”  

Page 7. 
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At the April 11 meeting when asked which of those four activities could begin without an 
approved permit modification, the answer was “We don’t know.” Since the Shaft #5 request is not 
a class 1 modification that may be put into effect without agency action under 20 NMAC 4.1.901 
(incorporating 40 CFR 270.42(a)(1)), the expected, correct answer is “None of them.”  
 
Thus, SRIC believes that NMED should clearly inform that permittees that none of those actions, 
including beginning of shaft sinking, can occur prior to the issuance of a permit modification. 
 
As already noted, SRIC further believes that the priority is the permit renewal process and the 
Shaft #5 should be considered either in the renewal process or after any Final Order on the renewal 
application is issued, which is SRIC’ s preferred approach. NMED and stakeholder resources are 
limited and they should be used on the highest priority activities, of which the permit renewal 
process seems the most important.  
 
SRIC continues to request a meeting as soon as possible with the permittees to further discuss the 
permit renewal process. CBFO Manager Todd Shrader is copied to ensure that he is aware of our 
concerns and our continued request for a meeting sooner than his proposed timeframe. 
 
Of course, we also welcome further discussions with you and your staff. 
 
Thank you very much for your careful consideration of these suggestions.  
 
Sincerely,  

 
Don Hancock 
cc:  Jennifer Pruett, Stephanie Stringer, John Kieling, Ricardo Maestas, Todd Shrader 



Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety    Deborah Reade  
P. O. Box 31147       117 Duran Street 
Santa Fe, NM  87594-1147      Santa Fe, NM  87501 
(505) 986-1973       (505) 986-9284 
www.nuclearactive.org      reade@nets.com   

 
 

       October 16, 2019 
 
By email to:  Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us 
 
Mr. Ricardo Maestas, WIPP Project Manager 
Hazardous Waste Bureau 
New Mexico Environment Department 
2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building One 
Santa Fe, NM  87505-6303 
 
Re:   Public Comments about Class 3 Permit Modification Request about the  
 Proposed Excavation of a New Shaft and Associated Connecting Drifts at the 
 Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)   
 
Dear Mr. Maestas: 
 
Deborah Reade, as an individual, and Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety (CCNS), a 
31-year old non-governmental organization based in Santa Fe, New Mexico, provide the 
following public comments about the above-referenced Class 3 Permit Modification 
Request (PMR) by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and its contractor, Nuclear 
Waste Partnership, LLC (NWP) (collectively, the Permittees) about the Waste Isolation 
Pilot Plant (WIPP) proposed expansion.   
 
Reade and CCNS oppose the proposed excavation of a new shaft and associated 
connecting drifts Class 3 PMR; 
 
Reade and CCNS urge the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) to deny 
the PMR;   
 
If NMED decides to move forward with a draft permit based on the PMR, Reade and 
CCNS request that prior to any notice of public hearing, pursuant to 20.4.1.901.A.4 
NMAC and New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) past practices regarding 
past Class 3 PMRs and the permit renewal hearing, we request that NMED, the 
Permittees, Reade, CCNS, and other parties conduct negotiations to attempt to 
resolve any outstanding issues; and  
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Reade and CCNS respectfully request that a public hearing be held for any 
outstanding unresolved issues.   
 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
 
Reade and CCNS find the PMR to be incomplete, inconsistent and inadequate to allow 
the public to fully understand its foundation, why the proposed shaft and associated 
connecting drifts are needed, and the long-term implications of the PMR, if 
implemented.  
 
Permittees have submitted a “pretend” PMR because they have not provided a clear 
explanation about why the new shaft and associated connecting drifts are being 
proposed, other than vague statements.  That being said, the underground floor plan 
for the associated connecting drifts and new shaft are equal to or larger than the 
existing WIPP underground.   
 
Further, the PMR is a part of a larger plan to extend WIPP’s permit term from the 
current ending date of 2024 to 2052 – a “life” extension of 28 years.  The proposed PMR, 
plus the permit renewal application, would extend the permit period to more than 
double the 25-year operational phase DOE told the People of New Mexico it would take 
to “clean-up” and “secure” the transuranic (TRU) waste stored at its sites around the 
country.  Even so, 4,000 drums of TRU waste are stored above ground in fabric tents at 
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) awaiting characterization, shipment 
preparation, and disposal at WIPP.   
 
Permittees believe they can “segment” their known and unknown expansion plans 
without anyone noticing.  Based on decades of experience with the DOE’s patterns and 
practices of saying one thing and doing another, it is obvious to the People of New 
Mexico that the PMR is part of a gigantic expansion of WIPP’s size.   
 
Further, a new shaft and associated connecting drifts could accommodate more wastes 
for which DOE has submitted specific plans for, or that DOE has declared WIPP to be a 
disposal option, including: 
 

• At least 34 metric tons (74,800 pounds) of weapons-grade plutonium, to make 
WIPP the world’s largest plutonium “ore body” 

• High-level wastes from Hanford, Washington (and other sites) 
• Commercial waste from West Valley, New York 
• Greater-Than-Class C commercial waste from nuclear power plants 
• Elemental mercury surface storage  

 
The Permittees must provide more information, layout, and closure plan for such 
proposed expansion. 
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NMED PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PLAN (PIP) FOR WIPP 
 
Reade and CCNS find the PMR and the Department’s Public Involvement Plan (PIP) to 
be incomplete, inconsistent and inadequate to allow the public to fully understand the 
foundation and implications of the PMR.  
 
EJSCREEN Summary.  We question the Department’s inadequate use of a 15-mile 
radius of the WIPP facility in its preliminary screening.  A 15-mile radius does not even 
include the City of Carlsbad, NM.  In fact, the WIPP radiation and hazardous material 
release in February 2014 extended beyond Clovis—more than 100 miles north of WIPP. 
Because it is impossible to know in what direction winds will be blowing if there is a 
future release, the PIP should extend at least 100 miles in all directions around the site. 
WIPP's extremely poor safety record and their lack of confidence that they have fixed 
the problems with their safety culture (public statements have WIPP officials talking of 
being on a "safety journey") indicate there is still a high likelihood of a future release of 
both radioactive and hazardous materials. The PIP and the Administrative Record (AR) 
do not provide documentation to support the use of an arbitrary 15-mile radius. 
 
In addition, PIPs are supposed to include affected communities' needs, concerns, 
history and demographics. The PIP meets none of these requirements as it only 
purports to address translation needs and some minimal public participation needs. 
Even translation needs are not addressed by arbitrarily choosing the 15-mile radius and 
eliminating Carlsbad and all other areas beyond 15 miles.  NMED has neatly avoided 
providing translation in an area with a large number of LEP persons. 
 
The PIP does nothing to address all other major concerns in the area including the 
health of the population.  Southeast New Mexico has the highest cancer death rate in 
the state--a rate that is seen nowhere else in the state.  There are numerous polluting 
facilities, both permitted and unpermitted, in the area.  NMED has avoided even 
mentioning Holtec, a proposed high-level radioactive waste Consolidated Interim 
Storage (CIS) facility for thousands of spent fuel rods to be transported there from other 
areas of the country. Holtec is 16 miles from WIPP so arbitrarily choosing a 15-mile 
radius again very neatly lets NMED ignore this major local concern. Along with Waste 
Control Specialists (WCS)/Interim Storage Partners (ISP), another nearby proposed CIS 
site, more than 60,000 comments were generated about these two proposed facilities—
most of which were comments against having another major polluting facility built in 
the area. 
 
Further, the EJSCREEN was not used to conduct a preliminary screening of the WIPP 
transportation routes.  Because the proposed PMR, if approved, would obviously result 
in more waste disposal, increased transportation would be required.  There is no 
indication in the EJSCREEN description about whether increased transportation was 
even considered.  
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EQUAL ACCESS AND/OR INFORMATION FOR  

LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY (LEP) PERSONS 
 
New Mexico is one of a few states in the U.S. where distinct minority racial groups 
constitute the majority of the population.  In New Mexico, 35.7% of the population 
speaks a language other than English in the home.  NMED is a recipient of federal funds 
from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and therefore is not allowed to 
discriminate in any of its programs.  The EPA Low English Proficiency (LEP) Guidance 
states that recipients of federal funds must assess LEP service needs at a programmatic 
level, not only on a project-by-project basis.   
 
There is also a large interest in the WIPP project throughout the state.  Facility 
transportation is routed near and through many small and large communities within 
the state.  NMED must, therefore, provide Spanish translation of vital documents not 
only for the local area, but also for those affected throughout the state by its programs.  
Limiting the public process almost entirely to English, as was been done during the 
previous administration, will create disparate effects or impacts for most New Mexico 
communities and will foreclose a meaningful opportunity for LEP community members 
to participate in the public process. 
 
NMED has had extensive discussions with EPA and the public about the difficulties 
that LEP Spanish speakers have in order to participate equally in the public processes 
for permitting facilities.  NMED, therefore, is well aware of these problems.   
 
On January 19, 2017, NMED signed an Informal Resolution Agreement with EPA about 
these concerns and others.  EPA No. 09R-02-R6.  As a result, NMED created 
implementing policies to document what must be done.  These include NMED Policy & 
Procedure 07-10:  Non-Employee Disability; NMED Policy & Procedure 07-11:  Limited 
English Proficiency; and NMED Policy & Procedure 07-13:  Public Participation.  
https://www.env.nm.gov/general/epa-and-nmed-informal-resolution-agreement-no-
09r-02-r6-public-participation-limited-english-proficiency-and-non-employee-disability-
policies/ 
 
We are hopeful that NMED will publish the public notices about this PMR in both 
English and Spanish; utilize the Spanish newspapers for publication purposes; provide 
PSAs about the PMR in both English and Spanish; and translate the Fact Sheet into 
English and Spanish.  See additional comments under Public Notices.     
 
Further, any Draft Permit, the Administration Record (AR) Index and the AR itself must 
be translated into Spanish.  Although NMED is not required to translate the entire AR 
or Draft Permit into Spanish as they are lengthy, all vital information to which English 
speakers have access should be translated, or summarized and translated, so that LEP 
Spanish speakers can understand the modification, can fully and equally participate in 
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the public process, and can provide informed public comment.  Without access to such 
vital information, Spanish speakers do not have full and equal access and cannot fully 
and equally participate in the permitting process.  With such a small amount of 
information available to them, no meaningful participation is possible. 
 
As part of their implementing policies, NMED has retained an interpreter to help with 
questions from LEP Spanish speakers and to provide equal access to information that 
has not been translated.  We must ensure that the public materials, including the 
English and Spanish Public Notices and the English Fact Sheet inform the public that 
this interpreter is available and how to contact them.  Ironically, information is 
provided for persons with disabilities on how to receive assistance and this paragraph 
is immediately before the paragraph that states that NMED does not discriminate.  
 

PERMITTEES LACK OF COMPLIANCE WITH 40 C.F.R. §270.10 (j) AND (k) 
 
Sections 40 C.F.R.§270.10 (j) and (k) requires exposure information to be included for 
releases from both normal operations and accidents at the facility, as well as for facility 
transportation.  Because the volume of waste, if the PMR were approved, would 
increase, facility transportation will be increasing as well.  None of the effects of these 
increases has been studied either for the facility or for facility transportation.  This 
information is necessary also to calculate whether or not there could be disparate 
impacts on "environmental justice" communities in the local area or along the 
transportation routes.  The increase in diesel emissions alone could be enough to cause 
a disparate impact on some communities along the transportation routes.  Nevertheless, 
we can't know this until the exposure information has been provided.  The application 
for the proposed modification is incomplete without this information. 
 
There has been some indication in the past that NMED sees transportation as separate 
from the site itself. Nevertheless, under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, NMED's actions 
and programs that have the effect of discriminating or causing disparate impacts are not 
allowed.  NMED allowed the WIPP project to be sited in Southeastern New Mexico. 
From the beginning, facility transportation throughout New Mexico has been a major 
part of the project and is, in fact, responsible for most of the negative health effects of 
the entire project during normal operations.  Even if another agency sets the routes 
through New Mexico, NMED still has a responsibility to make sure that transportation 
throughout New Mexico is not discriminatory and to make sure all people along the 
routes who could be affected are able to inform themselves about the project, including 
its transportation. 
 
Yet NMED has not made sure that the application for this modification contains these 
components, nor have they done the necessary follow-up to ensure protection of human 
health and the environment. 
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Southeastern New Mexico continues to have the highest cancer mortality—by far—in 
the entire state.  Please see the attached Sacred Trust map that shows the WIPP plume and 
included the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention map of cancer mortality.  
Understanding the effects of increasing facility transportation and the other increased 
risks from this modification on this very vulnerable population is critical to 
understanding if this modification will be protective of human health and the 
environment.  
 
Public Notices.  Some newspapers in southeastern New Mexico publish in Spanish.  The 
Department should take note of when such publication occurs so that the Spanish-
speaking communities could be notified of opportunities to participate in these matters.   
 
NMED claims to want to understand what they can do to increase public participation 
and particularly public participation by Hispanic residents. Yet they do not appear to 
make any effort to include Public Notices in Spanish when local newspapers (all of 
which are primarily aimed at English speakers) have Spanish editions or sections even 
though doing so would maximize the possibility that LEP Spanish speakers would see 
these notices. 
 
Public Information Meetings.  It may be that the public information meetings may need 
to be moved to the early evening timeframe.     
 
 
Thank you for your careful consideration of our comments.  Please contact us with any 
questions or concerns.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Deborah Reade     Joni Arends, Executive Director 
       Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety 
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October	16,	2019	
	
Mr.	Ricardo	Maestas	
New	Mexico	Environment	Department	
Hazardous	Waste	Bureau	
2905	Rodeo	Park	Drive	E,	Building	1	
Santa	Fe,	New	Mexico	87505	
	
Via	email	to	Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us		
	
Comments	on	a	proposed	Class	3	modification	to	the	Hazardous	Waste	Facility	
Permit	for	the	Waste	Isolation	Pilot	Plant	-	Excavation	of	a	New	Shaft	and	Associated	
Connecting	Drifts	
	
Dear	Mr.	Maestas:		
	
Nuclear	Watch	NM	(NukeWatch)	appreciates	the	opportunity	to	provide	comments	
on	the	proposed	WIPP	Class	3	permit	modification	-	Excavation	of	a	New	Shaft	and	
Associated	Connecting	Drifts.	
		
Nuclear	Watch	New	Mexico	seeks	to	promote	safety	and	environmental	protection	
at	nuclear	facilities;	mission	diversification	away	from	nuclear	weapons	programs;	
greater	accountability	and	cleanup	in	the	nation-wide	nuclear	weapons	complex;	
and	consistent	U.S.	leadership	toward	a	world	free	of	nuclear	weapons.		
	
General	Comments		
	
We	strongly	oppose	the	“WIPP	Forever”	plans	that	a	new	shaft	would	afford.	
Originally	billed	as	a	replacement	exhaust	shaft	to	help	WIPP	recover	from	the	2014	
exploding	drum	event	that	shut	down	WIPP	for	three	years,	a	proposed	new	shaft	is	
now	designed	to	increase	WIPP’s	capacity.	Federal	laws,	agreements	with	the	State	
of	New	Mexico,	and	the	WIPP	Permit	all	provide	that	WIPP	has	a	limited	mission	for	
up	to	175,564	cubic	meters	of	transuranic	(TRU)	waste	and	to	operate	for	a	limited	
lifetime.	Other	repositories	and	improved	on-site	storage	must	be	developed	for	
other	wastes	and	newly	generated	TRU	waste.	These	operations	do	not	need	a	new	
shaft	in	order	to	be	completed.	
	
This	Class	3	PMR	fails	to	mention	the	need	for	all	the	extra	ventilation	capacity.	It	
has	been	stated	many	times	that	after	the	New	Filter	Building	comes	online,	WIPP	
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will	have	regained	its	pre-2014	ventilation	capacity	of	425,000	cubic	feet	per	minute	
(cfm)	without	the	new	shaft.	The	future	of	just	using	the	425,000	cfm	setup	must	be	
explained.	What	happens?	Does	it	take	longer	to	reach	WIPP’s	capacity?	Please	
explain	exactly	what	adding	the	new	shaft	and	increasing	the	ventilation	to	540,000	
cfm	really	gains	versus	425,000	cfm.		
	
The	Permittees	must	explain	the	reasons	for	the	new	shaft	proposed	location.	The	
Permittees	must	explain	the	reasons	for	the	new	drifts’	proposed	locations.	
	
This	PMR	must	include	all	the	planned	and	ongoing	Permit	Modification	Requests,	
and	ongoing	operations	that	will	be	affected	by	a	new	shaft.	NukeWatch	remains	
concerned	about	the	number	of	proposed	permit	modification	requests	(PMRs)	that	
are	waiting	in	the	wings.	These	include	Panel	10	(2019),	Panel	11	(fall	2020),	and	
perhaps	many	others.		
	
Yet	this	PMR	would	lead	one	to	believe	that	the	shaft	would	stand	alone.	Where	are	
the	PMRs	for	the	new	Panels?	The	public	deserves	the	whole	picture.	This	
segmented	approach	to	modifying	the	WIPP	permit	leaves	the	public	feeling	like	
part	of	the	future	of	WIPP	is	being	hidden	from	view.		The	Permittees	can	envision	
complicated	ventilation	schemes	in	the	underground	using	different	fans,	blocking	
drifts,	and	directing	the	air	to	different	shafts,	but	the	Permittees	refuse	to	share	
their	integrated	plans	for	the	future	panels.	Until	we	receive	the	plans	for	the	whole	
future	of	WIPP,	NMED	must	deny	this	new	shaft	request.	
	
Despite	the	fact	that	the	New	Mexico	Environment	Department	has	not	permitted	
the	new	shaft,	in	gross	predetermination	last	month	DOE	awarded	a	$75	million	
contract	to	construct	the	30-foot	in	diameter	shaft	to	a	depth	of	2,150	feet	below	
ground	surface.	We	respectfully	request	that	NMED	not	be	inclined	to	approve	this	
PMR	just	because	public	tax	dollars	have	already	been	spent.		
	
We	request	a	full	National	Environmental	Policy	Act	(NEPA)	Environmental	Impact	
Statement	(EIS)	of	the	new	shaft	and	any	future	panels.	We	demand	a	Supplement	
Analysis	of	the	new	shaft	and	any	future	panels.	In	addition	to	the	environmental	
benefits,	a	NEPA	action	would	stop	the	spending	of	irretrievable	resources	on	an	
unapproved	modification.	
	
The	new	shaft	will	require	a	new	closure	plan.	But	what	would	there	be	to	actually	
close?	Now	it	seems	like	only	a	shaft,	but	a	closure	plan	should	include	the	entire	
facility,	including	any	new	panels.	DOE/WIPP	has	plans	to	more	than	double	the	
operational	lifetime	of	the	WIPP	facility.	The	reasons	must	be	stated	in	this	PMR.	
	
This	new	shaft	PMR	must	be	included	in	the	10-year	WIPP	permit	renewal.	To	have	
parallel	processes	going	at	the	same	time	is	a	huge	complication.		
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Specific	Comments	
	
The	operational	advantages	of	the	new	ventilation	system	were	touted.		
From	page	1	of	the	Class	3	PMR:	

“The	PVS	[Permanent	Ventilation	System]	restores	the	WIPP	underground	to	
its	pre-2014	condition	by	providing	significantly	increased	ventilation	flow,	
unfiltered	exhaust	for	the	construction	activities,	and	filtered	exhaust	for	the	
disposal	circuit.”		

The	PVS	actually	greatly	enhances	the	pre-2014	conditions	at	WIPP.	This	wording	
must	be	changed	to	reflect	reality.		
	
	
From	page	3	of	the	Class	3	PMR:	

“…the	current	UVS	[UG	ventilation	system]	does	not	have	the	capability	of	
automatically	adjusting	to	changes	in	temperature,	barometric	pressure,	and	
relative	humidity.	This	inability	to	automatically	adjust	increases	the	
susceptibility	of	the	UVS	to	changes	in	airflow	quantity.	The	PVS	[Permanent	
Ventilation	System]	upgrades,	consisting	of	both	the	NFB	[New	Filter	
Building]	and	S#5,	will	provide	a	technologically	advanced	capability	to	
automatically	adjust	the	intake	fan	and	exhaust	fan	flow,	thereby	enhancing	
operational	control	of	the	ventilation	system.		

Basically	this	says	that	automatically	adjusting	the	control	will	enhance	the	
operational	control.	Setting	the	circular	logic	aside	for	a	moment,	when	has	the	lack	
of	automatic	ventilation	control	ever	been	a	problem?	The	Permittees	must	describe	
all	the	times	that	the	old	system	endangered	the	UG	workers.		
	
	
But	A	recent	report	from	the	Defense	Nuclear	Facilities	Safety	
Board	(DNFSB)	explains	the	DNFSB’s	calculations	on	the	proposed	new	safety	
significant	confinement	ventilation	system	(SSCVS,	estimated	at	nearly	$300	
million).	The	DNFSB	is	concerned	that	the	final	design	of	the	WIPP	ventilation	
system	may	not	adequately	perform	its	intended	safety	functions	due	to	the	use	of	
potentially	inadequate	performance	criteria	for	damper	closure	time	and	
unspecified	design	requirements	for	the	underground	safety	significant	continuous	
air	monitors	(CAM)	and	related	support	systems.	
	
As	far	back	as	March	2018,	the	Board	expressed	concern	“that	the	final	design	
documentation	for	the	WIPP	SSCVS	does	not	adequately	address	design	
requirements	for	the	full	integration	of	the	underground	safety	significant	
continuous	air	monitoring	system	(CAM).”	
	
All	DNFSB	concerns	must	be	met	before	the	new	shaft	PMR	is	approved.	
	
	
Page	B-7	of	the	redline	states:	

“The	reinforced-concrete	shaft	collars	extend	from	the	surface	to	the	top	of	
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the	underlying	consolidated	sediments.	Each	collar	serves	to	retain	adjacent	
unconsolidated	sands	and	soils	and	to	prevent	surface	runoff	from	entering	
the	shafts.	The	shaft	linings	extend	from	the	base	of	the	collar	to	the	top	of	
the	salt	beds	approximately	850	ft	(259	m)	below	the	surface.	Grout	injected	
behind	the	shaft	lining	or	a	polymeric	spray	coating	retards	water	seeping	
into	the	shafts	from	water-bearing	formations,	and	the	liner	is	designed	to	
withstand	the	natural	water	pressure	associated	with	these	formations.	The	
shaft	liners	are	concrete,	except	in	the	Salt	Handling	Shaft,	where	a	steel	shaft	
liner	has	been	grouted	in	place.	“ 

Please	describe	the	advantages	and	disadvantages	of	a	polymeric	spray	coating	
versus	grout.		What	are	the	environmental	implications	of	a	polymeric	spray	
coating?	What	was	used	on	the	other	shafts?	Is	this	the	first	use	of	this	at	WIPP?	
	
	
For	the	above	reasons,	NukeWatch	requests	that	NMED	deny	this	Permit	
Modification	Request.	Should	NMED	approve	this	PMR,	NukeWatch	requests	a	
hearing	concerning	this	proposed	new	shaft	Permit	Modification	Request.	
	
Thank	you	for	your	careful	consideration	of	our	comments.	
	
	
Sincerely,		
	
	
Scott	Kovac		
Nuclear	Watch	New	Mexico		
903	W.	Alameda	#325		
Santa	Fe,	NM,	87501		
505/989-7342		
www.nukewatch.org		
	
	
	
	
	
	



From: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV
To: McLean, Megan, NMENV
Cc: Biswell, David, NMENV
Subject: FW: [EXT] re: WIPP permit modification request...
Date: Wednesday, October 16, 2019 3:40:35 PM

 
 
From: Patricia Golden <bluehorsewoman@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2019 3:20 PM
To: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV <Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us>
Subject: [EXT] re: WIPP permit modification request...
 

Dear Ricardo Maestas, 

I oppose the new shaft Permit Modification Request, which is part of the
plan to keep Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) open indefinitely. I live in
Van Horn, Texas just below where WIPP is located and it is already bad
enough. 

Please help us stop this.

Sincerely,

-- Patricia Golden

mailto:Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us
mailto:Megan.McLean@state.nm.us
mailto:David.Biswell@state.nm.us


I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

r  , ',!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  thedump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limitedlifetime,  as there  are  to  be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  theDepartment  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  formuch  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  theplan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  Theexpansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  healthaiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1

Santa  Fe, NM  87505
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I  OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By federal law, agreements with'NewMeico,  and the P Perit,  the

diunp is for alimitedSamount o!  dlefense.transiamc waste axxd a limited
lifetime,  as there  are.to'.be uLliei icpubiLuiieb  in  other  states. istead,  t?ie

DepartmentpfEpergya@OH)plansto-ope:rate W$Pindefiitelyfor
much,additional waste  and not develop.py-,6tl>er  rep6sitories-

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the new  shdtPermitMoai'ficationRequest,  which  is part  of  the

plantokeepWIPPopenindefinitely4atpallowmorewaste.  The 

expansion  is contratytolegal  requirements  ad  endmigers  ptiblic health

aiidtheenvironment,-soNDiustdenythe'request.  '

City/State}Z4pC6de Saa& k ivR,w2:  glr2/
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NewMexico  EnvironmentDepartment
2905 Rodeo  Park  I0ive  East,  Building  I
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I  OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FORE'VER"  PLANS!  =

By  federal  law,,agreements  withNewMexico,  and th6WIPP'Pe=t,  the
dump is for  n limited  nmount  nfdefensetrmsuraic:waste:and'  alimited

lifetimp,  as theye are to..be other repgs4tqrie'siffiJo'aier.states- ttMtead, the

Department of Enqrgy;20B) jlmis !O operate WIP-P indefinitely for
much  additional  wastead  not'develop  any other  repositories.
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Mr.,Ricardo  Maestas

New Mexico  Enviromnent  Depmtment

290S Rodeo ParkDriveEast,  Building  I
Santa Fe, NM  87505



Byfederal  law,,agr'AQ'mmts with'NewMexico,  andthe WIPPPermit,  the

dump is for a limitea-a'gieont of'4efe'nse:ttisuranic  waste and'a limited

much additional wast,ejpd notadq8jlop :7dther  reposit<ines.

I'oppose the new shaft4@'init  %odificati'6ff gequesi, which,is part of  the

plantokeepW$P..opem=4naefiitely..an6too'allowm6rewaste.
 The

expansion is.contr4ry,tollegal r4quireHents,ffid endaffigers pu§lic-ffialth

a4id the en*onment-  so:D  must aeny the request...
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Mr. Ricardo Maestas

New Mexico Environment Department

2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building  I
Santa Fe, NM 87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WnPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name
Ur  kcz

Address  ';  '#

City/State/Zip  Code

Email list ,<  ,,p  (,, 5 r-ik 
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

INew  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
SantaFe,NM87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  wich  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WnPP open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

axid the  environment,  so NA/IED  must  deny  the  request.

Name

Address

City/State/Zip  Code QQ)  2M  91/o)

Email



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  l
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!
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By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  A4exico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to  keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name f)cru..  'l  1-u : l 5o,y



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Dep  aent  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and endangers  public  health

aixd the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

City/State/Zip  Code

Email
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

'
 NewMexicoEnvironmentDepartment
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i
 2905 Rodeo Park Drive  East, Building  1
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Santa  Fe, NM  87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  .Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

City/State/ZipCode J'Hlj4-Lfetf8/[;t(g?<, /f/'l



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1

Santa  Fe,  NM  87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr. Ricardo Maestas

New Mexico Environment Department

2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building  I
Santa Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to  be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to  keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

'g,ye5  p 9-u



Mr. Ricardo Maestas

New Mexico Environment Department

2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building  I
Santa Fe, NM 87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  atnount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name  Liy  f'=#=-iv2'Q

Address  ' ""  U)ol  t\U2-,h

City  coaekjar(JA)M
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I  oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WnE'P  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name  n')  >



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  an'iount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name SkLLl/  8E-E-fll
haa===- 'k"'7"  (2vuvTqbi  SEr  > Ml,r:

ci.tsta./ZipCOde  hX  t=<in/  'Rgi'R
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

7-  -

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be  othet  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to  operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to  legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

7-

7

l

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request,

City/State/Zip  Code ,A /A .,=7 A/ /"H ,e 7 / C 4
Email



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

lv,  .lVi

City/State/Zip  Code

Email
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Mr.RicardoMaestas

 1New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905 Rodeo Park  Drive  East,  Building  I

 'SantaFe,NM87505
 1

I
I



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

:

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to  be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

A6(,  N/'l

City/State/ZipCode
 81  /iO
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

e,:
By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  a a and  to  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  legal  requirements  and  en  lic  health

aiid  the  environment,  NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department

 '2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
SantaFe,NM87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  neW  Shatt  Permit  :Modification  Request,  WhiCh  iS part  Of the

plan  to  keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so N!VIED  must  deny  the  request.

Name  16-le[tC ('B7f(,/Y

aa=iress)2oEf}()7irt'c'P'6'/

City/State/ZipCode /40Q/  i\iA  9"/o'K
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to  keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name

Email



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name

Address
'Sr)7>- ['N)2!f

City/State/Zip  Code

Email (,?:4)  zyttr)t-
Al%[wh,/6yi/':r



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

(/@P,  IF

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to  be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aitd  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I  oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

City/State/ZipCode 8 7 7
Email



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

r

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the WnPP Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states-  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I 5he  new shaft Permit Modification Request, which is part of the
plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

City/State/ZipCode  A6q  /l)j'Y)  8'7 /O



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1Santa  Fe, NM  87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WnPP Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name edr>iie,-  (rpa,u&r(i,

Address  e-.f'  8  a ?

City/State/Zip  Code

8  7//,,7

Email
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Mr.RicardoMaestas

 'New Mexico Environment Department
 1
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 2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
SantaFe,NM87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

;k;'  8  "  J

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name AAorc=-is  Lsel;iermrti

Address @ '10e 6.yAe7 'grwe- )'5%-)

City/State/ZipCode A k'pvlverrs-e, NP\ 87iia

Email
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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 Mr.RicardoMaestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department
 i
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 2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
SantaFe,NM87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name

Address
5E

EmailEmail



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  l
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

7'  -

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New Mexico Environment Department 12905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  wich  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

ai'id the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  I

Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name

Address

City/State/ZipCode  A  it  is  ";Oiio  F
Email
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

7  -

Th  "'i'

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I  oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Email
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Mr.RicardoMaestas

 INew  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  .Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Email



Mr. Ricardo Maestas

New Mexico Environment Department

2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building  I
Santa Fe, NM 87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  IInstead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the WnPP Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

mid  the environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Nan'ie

Address

City/State/Zip  Code

Email
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name \lai5ttP.'('?("sP,%Q

AddreSS3Q6  %V('<,,(5SCx  flC  t'>3

City/State/ZipCode kl!otietxo,Cqyir,  u'u  ?q,to\

Email



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

F

J ,/

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  h'istead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to  operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to  keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I  oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name

Address

City/State/Zip  Code

Email
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-I-OPPOSE  THE  6'WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

Byfederal4aw,  agr-een'entswithNewMexico,  andtheWIPPPermit,the

dutnp'is for'a limted 4moqt  of defensetrarxsuraic waste and a.limited a

!ifetime,  as there  ate 'Up tie other  reposities  iffodier.states.  Instead,  the'.

Departmentof Ener7'(E)OF,) plans t6 oper@te !P  indefinitely for

much additional wast4aid not develop miy other repositories

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!-

I opposethe new sh4-PermitModificationRe.quest, which is part of.the

plantokeepWPPopen.indefinitely4d.toal$owmorewaste.The
 :,:,

expansion  is contrary:'tolqgal  require;mentran<l  endmigerspublic  health

and the environment,  is6NMED  must'denythe  request
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department

2905 Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505
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By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Pern'iit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

-. '-'W'fich  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

0  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department

2905  Rode6  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1

Santa  Fe,  NM  87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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New  Mexico  Enviro

2905 Rodeo Park Drive  901it  nr3, 1
Santa  Fe.  NM  87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Pertnit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  atnount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

.. I,epartment  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

:=;.Qpch  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to  legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

ai'id  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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My.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  l
Santa  Fe, N.M  87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  'Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to  keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name KAl/m MeWt7fl!':ri

Email
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East, Building  I
Santa  Fe, NM  87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FORbvbg))  rthisbi

A"da"dreessk-
City/State/Zip  Code

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the WIPP  Permit,  the

' dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Email
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

 NewMexicoEnvironmentDepartment

2905 Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1 '
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}.('PPO8E  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

'By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  aflirnited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  Uhe

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!
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-I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  POREVER"  PLANS!

ste@j$e

Department  of B5nerg'y (f-OR) plifi,  iiirlefinitA1

muchadditional'wast6.'anaiiuld6v :  repositories. ..!.t.
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federallaw)-a:6em@its  '%ewMe4co,andth6WIPPPermi'3'ie-

m
mnr'.h qdrlifinnffi1  *njie:and-n6tdev61dpmy6therrepositories.

IopposethenewshdtPermitMndi'ficqtinnRpqi=t,
 whichispartofthe

expansionis con'ffary'to46gal :pqi7;treirffiemts-an:('endamgerspub)i.chealth

"  andth6enviromnent,soNMED'musi-denyihe'request.
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Ngme

Addres-s z.:x

Email

I  OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!
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I  OPPOSE  THE  G'WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By federal  lay,  agreements withNe:OQexico,  and the WIPP Perit,  the

dump is 'fota,limiterl amnnnt  nfaaefens6transuranic wastean,d a limited

lifetime, as there xeto  be 'g$<;r repoffiitories iri other states Instead, the

r- ;aiuch  aadditional :wast6 mid n6t:ae%rakjp-aqy-other'repositories
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  I
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WnPP Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to  keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  histead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name  Irr  5  'sK'G  t"  S {f  pr:  ' -r ..jll  <. r  k (2  Ci'C;' rJ "T-  (!Y!-

Address  f- 0.  6"X  '11(p
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  l
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WDPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environtnent,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  I
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to  keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name

[=38  o,:],X-,,,,J M, /]
Address
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2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  l
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name

City/State/ZipCode I-k'>  '%l6Gk5>  ru /Y\ '317D  t
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Address  zq US  E"  S4.

Email





I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WnPP Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Departmerit  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name "ptotb\-x-r e- PALA#

Address  l '5')n S  "L  '> "r
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Mr.  Ricardo

New  Mexico  Envirpartment
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  l
Santa  Fe.  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is  for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Email
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is  for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I  oppose  the new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.



I  OPPOSE=THH&!"Wn-P  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By federal l@vv,- a@eements'mthaNew Mexico, and the WIPP Permit, the
dtimp  is for R jimiip?t'smnimt of  defense  transuranic  waste  and a limited
lifetime, as $ere are:texibe other repositoffes in 6ther states. Instead,  the
Department ofEnerg44)OE)  plans to operate WIPP indefiffltely for
much  addi'uonal waste;band not  develop  any other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPuSION!



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New.Mexico  Enviropnt  T)epartment

2905  RodeoParkDffveEast,Btiilding  I

Santa  Fe,  NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Envirnmrient  T)epanment

2905  R<ydeo ParkThive'East,'B.uilding
 I

SantaFe,  NM.87505



I OPPOSE  TBE'!!WIPP  FOREVER"  PIANS!

By federal law, agiaehu,timts  wilh'NewMexico,  an4 the WIPP Perfflt,  the
dump is for a limited.Mmunt  of  defense trans,uranic waste and @ limited

. lifetime, as there are to.=te.other  repositories in other status. Instead,,the
Dep6nt,of  Energy@OH)  plans to operate WIPP indefiitely  for
much  sdrfitinnsl  aws@te,-aad not  develop  Aiy  otherQositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I  oppose  the  new  shdtBermit  Modification  Request,  which  is pmt  of  the
, plan tokeep  WIPP open-mdefinitely and to allow more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrmyio=legal  requirements  and  endmigers  public  health
md  the  environment,  so.NMF,D  must  deny  the  request.

Name7',,I)t'!'XA'hA-'!Xg6V;r>,,,sF



Mr  Rir,ardn  Maestqs

NewMexico  IEnviromucntDcpartment

2905  Rodeo  Park  Dffve  East,'B':ding  l

Santa  Fe, NM  8'7505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  F,.tiviromnentD*pmtment

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  I

Santa  Pe, NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  TB[=maWIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

iNO WIPP EXPJbNSION!
I  oppose  the  new  shaftp.Rermit  Modification.R6quest,  which  is  part  of  the
plan  to  keep  WI[!'  opeu.indefinitely  and  to  allow  more  waste.  -The
expansion  is contrary.die  legal,requirements  and  endangers  public  health
zd  the environmenl  80 NMED  must  deny  the request.

Email



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  EiiviionincntDepartment

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  I

Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  'IUJ" € 'WIPP  FOREVER"  PIANS!

By federal law,.agteemeamts with'NewM@xico,  and th@ WIPP  Permit,  the
dump is foralifflied'aimzeunt  of  defense transuranic  waste  ffid  alimited
lifetime, as there  totbe otffierrepositories-ill 6$er states. Instead, the
Department ofEnergy-@OE) plans to operate WIPP indefinitely for
much additional masteiag& not develop my other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I  oppose  the  ne'#  siiaftiermit  Modification  Requem,  which  is  part  of  the
plan to'keep  WIPP  opeyindefinitely  and  to  allow  more  waste.  The
expansion  is contr@ry  to.lbgal  requirements  and endangers public  health
md  the  environment,  so'NMED  must  deny  the  request,  -

r,  "t-d'l q, () 'l



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Enviromnent  T)epmtment

2905 Rodeo ParkDrive  Epl  Building  1

Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  T[  "'WuP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  'ith'NewMexico,  and the  WIPP  Permit,  thedump'is  for  A limiteri:a:m'onnt  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and a limitedlifetime,  as there  are  to';be other  repositories  in  6ther  states.  Instead,  theDepartment  of  Energy-.(DOE}  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  formuch  additionm waste-and  not develop  any other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I  oppose  the new  shaft-%'ermitModification  Request,  which  is pmt  of  theplAn to keep  WIPP  open indefinitely  and to allow  more  waste. Theexpansion  igcontrary.'to  legal  requirements  and endangers  public  healthzd  the environment,  so NMED'must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexir,n  F,nvi'rontnent  T)eparttnent

2905  Rodeo  ParkDffve  East,  Buildmg  1

Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  THE)!,flVIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agteemeB'[s withaNew Mexico,  and the  WIP'j'  Permit,  thedump  is for  a.limited  a'meunt  of  defense'transuranic  waste  and a limited
lifetime,  as they:e are to ke-otherrepositories  in 6ther  states. histead,  the
Department  of  Energy.(DOE)plans  to operate.WIPP  iridefinitely  for
much qdditinnsl  waste,pd  not  develop  any otherrepositories.

NO  WDPP  EXPANSION!

I  oppose  the new  shaftBermit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the
plan  to keep WIPP  open,indefinitely  and to allow  more  waste. The
expm>sion.is  contrary  tolegal  requiretnents  and endangers  public  healthaud the environment,  'so NMED  'must  deny  the  request.

Email



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexicn  'F,nvirommnt T')i,li<uLuibii(

2905  Rodeo  ParkveEast,  Building  1

Santa  Fe,  NM  87505
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. - ' - I OPPOSE  THE$WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

i

 "l

" ":@".'.'.,,. .: : Byfefferalra<v,-4greemeJs'withaNewMexico,andtheWIPPPermit,the
t

ffl4'%'f::a'X"' 1. _:.-  I .,, - : lijetime, i  thaa6 m,.t6iMy,6ffier reposit6ries iri.6ther states.' Instead, the

' 4uip.is't'5r.a,limited;:aaemt'ofdefense*ansuranic-waste'anaalimired
 ,

 ' a ".' . ,,,,.,., '.. ' Department'ofE;ergy@Dn)planstoaoperateWu'Pindefiffielyfor
' :: ., .._..,  . muchadditionalwaffite+adnotdevelopanyotherrepositones'.a- I

J;$  ,,__  -' -, , (#[:j:,  NO WIPP EXPANSION!
a- ' "f  IopposethenewshaftRermitModificationRequest,whichispartofthe

 'H' P"  plan to keep WIPr openiin&finitely md to-all6w more waste. Thei..  "  ,".'i , expaysiom is comrary tffi.legal requiiements and endaiigers public health
'  ., ,   z"   " - -  ]=-J  -  -  ,..=:----'  =-  -  ._  xnaa"m'r-  ----=  .s--L-  ------  -  "  i

' ". _ ,(  . ' p(l  q €'; eIl'VIIOIlIIlen%  SU'lNlYl_Lll  lnjj5("(JenJ  Ine  request,  _ I
, /!l

 11-,-.s

 -
-  . , ' i  €1 ' I ' . '

i "  ]s  ra  ..t'  I Lf  )ky  a " - Natiik  ' -"'[[A fl  g'-!:' l/Vlx  I 'f'  - "

aa=i==-"F'0.""6<f'X Z' "o' -S""-: "" '- - - ' "a "  "  '
I

' City/State/Zipffiod6 "f'O';  ,'N'r "\'l  S'7/ -/'f "  
"'... -Email '( '&  Kt.tul:11P'<'JCWL.C  l': ' -=" a ."  k !r'..' a ' -5.} a " a ' a. ', -" a 0il l s " . _ . . _ 



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New Mexico Enviromnent T)eIiartment

2905  RodeoParkDriveBast,Building
 l

Santa  F6, NM  87505



I  OPPOSE.  THE  "WIPP  POREVER"  PLANS!

By feder4 law, agreem"euts withNew  Mexico,  and the WIPP  Permit,  thedump is fof  a limited  amount  of  defense transuranic  waste  and a limitedlifetime,.as  there  'are to=be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  theDepartment  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to  operate  WIPP  indefiffltefy  for
mur,h  adrlitinnsl  waste'  and  pat develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaftPermit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  theplanto keep WIPP openindefinitely and %o allow more waste. Theexpansion  is  contrary  to  legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health' andthe  environment,  go NMED  must  deny  the  request.

' Email



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

.New  Mexico  BnviromaentDcpaiLuieiiL

2905 Rodeo'Park.Drive  F,ast, BuildinB1

SantaFe,  NM  87505



I  OPPOSE.THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreeraents  withNewMexico,.  midthe  WIPP  Permit,  the
dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic':wa'ste  and a Emited
lifetime,  as there  we  to  tie other  repositories  inother  states. Instead,'  the
Department of Ener7.(DOE)  plans to Operate WIPP indefinitely for
mnr,h sdrlitinna1  wasfe  and not  develop  any  other  repositories

. NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I  oppose  the  new  shdt.Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the
planto  keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  :I'he
expansion  is contrary  to  legal  requirements  and endangers  public  health
and the  environment,so  NMEDmust  deny  the  request.



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Enviroent  Department

2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,  Building  1

Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  THE-''WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By federal 12LW, agreements with New Mexigo, mid the WIPPPerit,  thedump  is  for  a limited  amount  of  ddense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited
lifetime,  as there  are to  beotherrepositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

.Depent.of  Energy  (j90E)  pians  to  operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for
much  additiopal  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I  oppqse  the  new  shaft-Per:tModification  Request,  which  is part  of  the
planto  keep  WIPP opeaai=udefinitely  mid to  allow more  waste.  The
expansion  is contrary  to='.legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health
andtheenvironment,  *oNMEDmustdenythe'request.



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas  .

NewMexico  BnviromnentDepartment

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1

SantaFe,  NM  87505  -



I  OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER9'  PLANS!

By federal lag  'a:eernents withNewMexico, 44  the WIPP Permit, thedump  is for  a limitedai6unt  of  defensetransuranic  waste  and a limited
lifetime, as $ere  ue to be other repositories in-other states. Instead, the..D$artm-ent of  Energy-("OE)  plans to operate WIPP indefiitely  formuch  additional  waste  and  not  develop  miy..otherrepositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shdfPermit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  theplan  to  keep  WIPP'open.indefinitely  and toallow  more  waste.  The
expansion iscontrary  to,=lega;l requirements and endangers public healthandthe  enviromnent,  so,NMF,D  must  deny  the'request
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Mr.  Ricard6  Maestas

NewMe:xico  Euvii.tjnuicntDepatatment

2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  Bast,  Building  1

Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By fe4eral law, agreetnents withNewMe4co,  and the WfPP.Permit, thedump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and a limited
lifetime,  as there  are to be otherrepositories  in-other  states. Instead,  the
Department  ofEnergy  (-OE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  ind=fimtely  for
mnch  arlrlitinnal  wsste  ani-not  develop  any other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPA!'fSION!

I oppose  the new  shdtPet  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the
plan  to keep  WIPP  open indefinitely  and to allow  more  waste. The
expansion.is  co'mrary  tooJegal requirements  and endangers  public  health
and'the  environment,  so D must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  EnmomnentDepmtment

2905  'Rode6  ParkDriveBast,  Building  I

SantaFe,  NM  87505-



 - a a - I OPPOSE  THn "WnPP FOREVER"  rLANS!

' :'-!!!,m'..., : Byfederallaw,agreements'with'NewMexico,'andtheWIPPPermit,the  ', . . ,@'<,t"'5P,,"" 'iffi:a__' . . . :  hdumfetimp'es,"ao'siaelirmieare'at'omboeuont'hoer"raeep"oensista'on=eas'\sn"o:ecrwstata":es.aaInastaea"'diteed I
 . _. ,...,,  ". : DepatmentaofEnergy  (DDE)  plans  'po oper'ate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

.. .' '  '...,,  : muehadditionmwasteandnotdevelopany-otherrepositoties.  '

! 4!&T[1"" NOWIPPEXPANSION! '
i _ '_: I  oppose  the new  shdtPeffiit  Modification  gequest,  which  is part  of  the  .

"  .,,' a '. : -plan to keep WIPP'open ipdefinitely and to allow.@ore  waste. The
: expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and endangers  public.health   "     "   a   . J  %LL _  _  _!-__  --  :_z  I  l  xra  jT%  ___  __  _l  J  _ _  _  t  y  _  _ _:_  _. * aua 'tne enviromenr,  SO l'ylYTh_u musr  aeny  Tne reqQe!sl.  .I

'name\)(!%'uQ:'  ..-J'-'  "
- Address ")'  k...R?GJLKa-'ik-'!   . "' - ' -

City/State/Zip'Code. ' S"'4 'M'!-k 'R1'EJ5 - . ' I-',)  . ' . '

Email %th'A"2'qa;'!,r'(yh.



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  EnvironmentDep@nt
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1

Santa  Fe,.NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  EOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal.  law,  agreQrii6nts  with  NewMexico,  and the  Wn'P  Permit,  the
dump is for  a!imited.  amountof  defe,nsetransuranic  waste  and a limited
lifetime,  as $ere  ue  !O be  otherrepositorie's  inother  states. Instead,  theDepartment  6f  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WDPP indefimtely  for
much  additional  waste and net  develop  any otherrepositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the newshdt  Perii  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the
plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and to allow  more  waste. The
expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and endangers  public  health
and the environment,  soD  must  deny  the  request.

N,,,,elxjtJc-  Hibt,,

'N,f?.' Email



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Envi;omnent  Department

2905 Rodeo  ParkThive  East,  Building  1

SantaFe,  NM87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  Envivnntnent  n@pqrtm@ni

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  l

8*taPe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!
' By  federal lag  agreements"ith'Ne#Mexico,a  and the  WIPP  Permit,  thedump  is for  alimited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and'a  limitedlifetime,  as there  my  to  be othei  icpubiLuiies  iii  6ther  states.'Instead,  theDepartment of.Energy $OE)  plans to operate WIPP indefinitely-formuch  additional  waste  and not  develop  any otherrepositories.  '

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I  opposethe  new  shaftPermit  ModificationRequest,  which  ispart  of  theplan to kee:p WIPP  op@ri indefinitely  and to  allow  more  waste.  Theexpansion,  is contrary  to  legal  reqirements  and endangers  public  healthmid  the  envirompent,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas  '

NewMexico  EnvironmentDepmtment

2905  Rodeo  ParkDriveEast,'  Building  1

SantaF6,  NA/I8-7505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  rl:iiviiuiiuiciitDcpmtment

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1

Santa  Fe, NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexito  Enviro'i'imem  T)epanment

2905  Rodeo  Park.Drive  East,  Building  1

SantaFe,  NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

2905-Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,  Building  1

SantaFe,  NM  87505





I 2'9eOw5MRoe'de'oUPDaruk""ve-E-.ast,'Building 1
SantaFe,  NM 87505



I  OPPOSE  'liH-NfWIPP  jf"ORFI'VER"  PLANS!

By federal law,.agregpts-withaNew%exico,  andthe  WIPP  Permit,  thedump  isfor  n 1'i=iited.spaimt  of  defense  transuraniq  waste  and a limitedlifetime,  as there  are toda'e other  repositories  in  6ther  states-  Instead,  theDepient  ofEnergy=@OE)  plans to operate WTPP indefinitely formuch  additionm 'waste*amd not  develop  any otherrepositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose the'new  shaft}Rermit  ModificationRequest,  'which  is  part  of  theplanto'keep'WIPPopen.indefinite7yandtoallowmorewaste.The
 'expansion  is contrary  to;legal  requirements  and endangers  public  healthmd the environment, SONMED  must den7  the request.

Name ' SA-M . 'Er3;'N7?- \
Address 'LX:I-SO %2VA.

City/State/Zip  Code SAr-'y>  te-7  srs

<4/l  (al J;urt-e s I b,.y>ih  (l) 14
EmaiI



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  EnvironmentDepartment

2905  RodeoParkDaveEast,Building  1

Santa  Fe, NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas'

NewMe'ico.Environment
 T)epmtmpnt

2905  Rodeo  Park  Dffve'Bast,- Building  l

SmitaFe,  NM  87505



I
 : l _  _  _  _  _' _._  -.-  ..,-,_  ___  __  _  _  -  _  -  _  _:  _'  __ _  _  . _ _ -.  -' a "  ..jm- S . "  -,' iOPPOSE'.TH'BWWIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!  ' l-br'"  '.-a ""  ""  '. ".  a... :;@' ""'.,_.., ,,-,a,, . : Byfederallaw,'fgreememtiswith:NewMexico,and'theWIP'P'Permit,the

,e'ffi'a-1., , _. .;= . la,ui.pmieffi,faosrffiAefirmezted:omX,guonffit'oerfrdeepfOenSI.steontreaSn1snurOaniffiecrw.astteeS,mimdStaealim4mteed ,"  a:"*a  :.,,,,-  '  DepartmentofEnergya@OE)plans'tooperateWIPPindefinitel'yfor
..' .,' '  =  . : muchadditionalwasteaudnotdeyelopanyotherrepositories-

:'k"" :s."""': " ' ; NO P'EXP!!!WSION! 'i  '..,,'  .: Iopposethenewsh#aNerritModificationReque_st,which.is.partofthe

. _ ...":.-l ',,4'.." . : pexlap4mtosl_kOenelpsconfPa,op:On:liengdiefirnie_telffyemanednt,os ana'xdowen"danorgeewrsa"piueb0l"icehealth' ("  "  "  a "  "  -  .-  J  a.L  -  --  -:-  --  -+  -  -  'IlT'll  'fl'  ---  -ad  J  --e.  41-  -s  -s  -'-  -  -  -*AWLll&  L115 %Jlll N. 11  llLLLLl&ll%  gl#Aj  JLYJl&alJ/ ffl  00  & %&%ajJI J &u&  A %a%l u&g  &*

l

11

Name'  ["f-!i4AAALi'G7*-1 ' a ' :', Address"  . - '/"'174/' ((/X'l/7  f?-s'l S"[  "
city/State/zipCod=  ' a a ' ELS-0' 6 ' " a-"  "  "  .

-

 I. Bmail i 'tie,U,.thvQ_.Q  At,xa_J.-  C-+vi_ .,I . . _ . /  . - 7- X,= %,-  j:)-"" "



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexicoEnvironment  T)epmtment

2905  -Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  l

Santa  Fe, NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexicoBnvirrinmentT)epa'rtmpnt
 -

2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive-East,  Building  1

Smta  Fe,' NM  87505
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Enviromnent  Depmtment

2905  Rodeo  ParkD"ve  East,  B'uilding  1

Santa  Fe,  87505



I  OPPOSE  I:tl,U."'bWIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  Inw,  agreetBats'ith:Ne#Mexico,  and the  WIPP  Permit,  thedump  is for  a liited  aeexant of defense transuranicmaste and a limitedlifetime,  as there  are  toxke=otherrepositqrtes  in 6therstates.  Instead,  the=Department of  Energy:@)OE) plans to operate WPP  indefinitely formuch  additional  'maste<and not  develop  any other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPmSION!

I oppose $e new sWt:JetModification,Request,  which is,pmtbf  thepianto  keep WIPP.open=i:n4efiniteIy  and to allow mote waste. The.expansioniscontrary.igtl$al'ieqiiiieiueiils  ffiJ endangers public healthmi4 the environment,asmxNMED must denytke  request.



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  EnviroentDepmtment

2905,Rodeo  Park  I)'-ve  East,  Building  l

Santa  Fe, NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexiCO  Environtnent  T)eipaitment

2905 Rodeo  ParkDriveEast,  Building  I

SantaFe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE!fiVIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

Byfederal.law,".;i;eptswithaNewMexico, andthe WIPPPermit, the
dump  isfor  a limted  ameunt  ofdefensetraasuranic  waste  and  a ted

. lifetime,  as there  are"toyb.e otherrepositories  in  odier  states.  histead,  the
 Department  ofEnergy.=(l-(>B)  plans  t6  operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

mnr,h  sdrli+innsl  wssteaau&'n6t  develop  any  otherrepositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPA\NSION!

I  oppose  the  new  shafta-erit  Modification  Request,  which  is  part  of  the
plan  to  keep  WIPP  opewindefinitely  and  to  allow  more  waste.  The
expansionis  contraryt*legal  requirements and 6nd@ngers publichealth
aiid  the  environment,  so NMF,D  must  deny-the.request.

Address

Citj/State/Zip  Code be=Fe,,  N.R %?-';'OF
Email



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  BuvironmentDepmtment

2905  Rodeo  Park  've  East,  Building  I

Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By federal law,  agreements  'ith  N:ewMexico,  and  the.WIPP  Permit, the
dump  is for aiimited  amount  5f  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited
lifetime,  as therp  are to  be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the
Department  6f  Energy (I>OE) plmis to operate WIPP indefinitely  for
much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  atiy  other  repositories.

NO  WDPP  EXPANSION!

I  oppose  the  new  shaftPermit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the
plan  to  keep  'P  open  indefinit6.ly  and  to  allow  more  waste.  The
expansion is contrary to %egal requirements and endangers public healthand the environm6nl  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.   '

3CLAt' !fJkk-e 07 ';; G'a (s=.vrh ;h  (,>t'
Email



Mr.  Ricordo  M,iestas

NewM<;xico  Environment nppanment

2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  ,East, Building  l

SantaFe,  NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  withNew  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Perit,  the
dump  is for  a limited amount  of  defense transuranic  waste  and alimited
lifetime,..as-there  are tq tie otherrepositories  in  other  states. Instead,  the
Department  of  Ener'gy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for
much  additional  waste  and  not  developany  other  repositories-

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I opposethe  new  shaftPermit  Modification  Request,  which  is  part  of  the
planto  keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and to  allow  more  waste.  Te
expansionis contrary to legal requirements and pnrlanBprs pnhlic healthand the environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Nanne <, p'4,.  P,@rQ=-dii



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

2905  Rodeo  ParkDriveBast,  Building  I

SantaFe.  NM  87505



I

I
 - I OPPOSE  THE="MIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!' -:lf!?;@;',l''-, '.'.. : 'By'federallaw,'agreem*mtsawithNewMexico,andtheWu'PPermit,the

...',@. #, ? - " ' . . ,_ .' . dump is.:jor"a.ti:ted ame'mt of defense trans4an7c waste.and a limited . 
",=  "  lifetime,asffi@eare'toiThe.otherrepositoriesinother'@ates.msteAd,the_ .._,_ + .  - DepartmentofEnej@y.@OB)planstooperateWIPFindefinitelyfor

 I
'-" " W'.'  : muchadditional'wasffl.amdnotdevel6pmiyotherrepositories_I ' ... . . '..! :

 &,.  N()WIIPPEXPA!!STSION!
 - ,

di

k "' o! IopposethenewshaftJ!brmitModificationRequest,whichispartofthe

 ,4f  plantokeepWIPPopesandefimtelymidtoallowmorewaste
 The

#!
: . expansion isc6ntrary teiegAl requirements an4 endangers public health 1

"  ' ." '  ' , ' and'theenviromnent,,aso=Dmustdenythe'request.
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Name ffle-l  -'F%iu4
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Meico  Environment  Tjeipartment

2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,  Building  I

Santa.Fe,  NM  87505





Mr,  Ricardo  Maestas
NewMexico  EnvironmentDepartment
2905 Rodeo ParkDffve East, Building l
SantaFe,  NM  87505.





Mr.  Ricm'do  Maestas

NewMexico  EnvijonmeniDepqrtment

2905  Rodeo  Par!Drive  Bagt, Building  1

Smta  Fe-  NM  87505



a- ' - IOPPOSF,,T,HE_6'WIPPrOREVER?'PLANS!
 l''- )@'1.,.:=:""': Byfederal"€a#, ageeinents'with,NewMexico, and'theffiP'Permit,the" i,$!%".'5..,.,,.,.h'dfimpies,faosri'aelirmiefteedbamboeunoffit:rfrdeepfoensl.:eOntj:nslsunroaniffiec%_a:tees.an,dm'aalimid,theed' - :;*'t-  .  - a _ . - - .  . . i

,a ,'.,,:.=7,;1...  . DepartmentofEnergy"(DOE)planstooperateWIPPindefi'nitelyfor- ' ,. I, "  '%':,  a much additional w4steaand not develop any othert6positories_
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 1
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' :' ffi..,  '  ' . (  ' 
 . 'ThJl  - ,a'  a -=r;  NO  W![PP  EXPANSION!
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 I_ ' ""' ""-' .' : IopposethenffiwshaftPermitModifi6ationRequeQ,whichispartof-the
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"  q a .' aa "': "  ' plan  to  keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and'to  allow  more  waste.  The
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 :'  expansionis'eo*arytoieg4..requirementsandepdangerspubliehealtb"  "  ' .- ', andthe.enyironm@nt,so.NMEDmustdenytherequest.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  EnvironrnentDepsitment

2905  Rodeo  ParkDriveEast,  Building.l

SantaFe,  NM  87505



I  OPPOSE-THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!
By  federal  iaw, ageegients  withNew  Mexico,  and the WIPP  Permit,  thedump is for  a limited  aipunt  of  defense transuranic  waste  and  a limitedlifetime,  as there me to:be otherre,positories  in other states. Instead,  theDepartment  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans to operate WIPP  indefinitely  formuch additional  waste and notdevelop  any other repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose the new shaft:Pet  Modification  Request, which  is  part  oftheplan to keepWIPP  openindefinitely  and to allow  more  waste.  Theexpansion is contrar7 to.iegal  requirements  and endangers public  healthand the environment,  sa*NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricaido  Maestas

NewMexico  EnvironmentDepmtment

2905  RodeoParkDriv6East,Building
 1

Santa  Fe, NM,  87505





Mr.  Ricardo Maestas a
NewMexico  EnviromnentDepartment
2905RodeoParkDaveEast,,Building 1
SantaFe;  NM 87505;



I  OPPOSE  'l'ff#N-WlPta  FOREVER"  PLANS!
By  federal  raw, agreememU with'New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  thedump is for a limite&.,aJeunt ofdefense transuranic waste and a limited'lifetime,  as there  are towV*ootherrepositories  in  6ther  states.  Instead,  theDepartment OfEnergy@e)E) plans to operate WIPP indefinitely formuch  additional  wastemd  not  develop  any  otherrepositories.

, i NO WIPP EXPANSION!
I  oppose  thenew  shaft.Metmit  ModificationRequest,  which  is part  of  theplan  to  keep  WIPP  upeutiiidefluilely  aiitl  to  allow  more  waste.  Theexpansion  is contrary  to.legalarequirements and'endangers  public  healthzdthe  environmen't'  se.N!VIED  must  deny  the  request.

J



Mr.  Ricardo  Maesffis

. NewMexico  Environ@entDepartment

2905 Rodeo ParkDriy4  East, Building  1

Smita Fe,.NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo Maestas
NewMexico  EnvironmentI>epartment
2905  Rodeo ParkD"i:veEast,Building 1
SantaFe,NM 87505



I  OPPOSE  Tffi?WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By federal }aV, agreemQits  'mth'NewMexico,  andthe  Wn'P  Permit,  thedump is for  a limited  amount  of  defense transuranic  waste and a limited
lifetime;  as iere'are  to;abie other  repositories'in  6ther  states. Instead, theDepartment ofEnergy@OR) plans to operate WIPP  indefinitely  formuch  additional  wasteqmdnot  develop  any  otherrepositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPA,NSION!

 I oppose  the  new  shaft=Permit  ModificationRequest,  which  is  part  of  the
plan to keep WIPP  Open  indefinitely  mid  to  allow'more  waste.  The
expansion  is.contrary,te=legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health
zd  the  environment,  so:NMED  must  deny  the  request.



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New'Mexicn  F.nvirnnment %cu4iuat41

2905  RodeoPark  IQvr,  F,asf, Bnilrlingl

SantaFe,  NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  TneWIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

Byfederal  law,a 'ffigiee&ts  with'NewMexico,  and the 'P  Permt,  thedump is'for  a !imited:mfmennt  of  d'efense transuranic  waste and a limited
lifetime,  as there =  to!b%-otherr<,positories  in'6ther  states. Instead, the
Department ofEnergyt@OE)  plans to operate WIPP indefinitely formuch additional  waste4a4  not develop any other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXffl=NSION!



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  Enmomnent  Dcpmtmcnt

2905 Rodeo Park Drive  East, Building  1

Santa PC, NM  87505





Mr-  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  EpviromnentDepaiLut<,aL

2905  Rodeo  Park  Dive  East,  Building  I

Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



. - . a - ' - I OPP6)-SE  THE_"WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!
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. '= '-T".,,,.,'-'  ,, ,  : Byfederat-His,w>agrtenaentswithNewMexico,andtheWIPPPet,the, .,lla:P\" " . {, ya :h'duf_m_pmies,'faosyffineli,Yext.@e4taomboemoitoerfrdeepfoensl.:eontreanslsnurOani&ecrwmasttees'.anbdstaealimdiiteed
 i

I

- .' .' a.' ,  .a_....,. i  a DepartmentojEnergy:(DOE)planslo'operateWu'Pindefimtelyfor - =- '  . : : . , ' -mpch additioml wasteamd not- develop any other rejpositories_
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- L"-.....""'

 a" '_" _

' "' NOWIPPEXPANSIQN!

 '

i
 .. /: _,. ...  .._,<l-  .

 "  i

. . :)Lff#-. : IopposethenewshaftPermitModificationRequest;'wbichispartofthe
 H

'y=a. - ::/. _ plan to keepWIPP  openinde:anitely, and to allow  more 7aqte:  The

I
 -Jl"  .s:.:' : expansionisc6ntrarytolegalre4uirementsandendangerspublichealth

 i

' ,""""  "  , " ', - ' andQfe ettvironment, soNMED  must  deny the request.  = 
 ,

I

' Name ffl'hum/
 '

' 4,ia.eBs ;A  C%5 (xl2-eo  
 '' cityistatezzip'cie,'Hih"'Fe_[a_g5

 ih.,.ii  1qx='A-c_,qoS-
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Mr.  Ricardo Maestas
NewMexico  EnffionientDepartment
2905  RodeoParkDriveBast,Building 1
SantaFe, NM 87505'



cms\": :, :..: ' muC!addi'honal y-HgeHJB.,-,,l'4notdevelopanti.c))la"s"ooPyoierate eWlPrPi "tld+,e"go FleslIye'l(Ord':

envlrQutnent, s6NME--D !,end.ange;rs j)-ublichealth



Mr,  Ricardo Maestas ' 
NewMexicoEnvironmeEntaDSleBpartm,dinengil
2905 4odeoParkDt'l%re
SantaFe,  NM 87505
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, >.,:s;.',$$'! "'l,._ . ., . h:dufmpies,faor'siaelirfflemimt-:mtbseuontthoerfrdeepfoensi,steoantreasnmsuro;,crwsmasttees.anmdstaealimi<ite:l
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' . " .' , ,..,_, '_ : 'Depattment 6f Energy@OE) plans to oiiera'fe WIPP indefinitely for a '
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 i'i ,-  muchadditionalwasteiandnotdevelop-anyoffierrepositories.
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,." H.d' . ', "  ' . :
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"  - <:"  ' NO WIPP  EXP4NSION!

 a' a - ii "  " "'!!;ffi'ffiP,t : .I oppose the new'shdM-et Modification Request, which is pm of the I
 "], .a -.'y ' , plan to keep WIPP openindefinitely and to ilow.mor6  waste. The . ' 1
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MIa. Rieardo Maestas

2905 Rod6o
SantaFe,  NM 87505





Mr'.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico-Envirqmnent  I%i;ai  lim',nt

2905  Rodeo.ParkDriveEast,Building
 1

Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  Tm'WIPP  FOREVER'i  PLANS!
By feder,al law, agreemieaits with'New  Mexico,  and the WIPP  Permit,  theaump is for  alimted,-a=meunt  6f  defense tra6suranicvaste  and a limitedlifetime,  as there m'e t-omkeotherr:epositories  in  other  states.  histead,  theDepartient of Ener@@OE)  plans to operate WIPP indefiniteiy  for.much additionffl  wastehawd  not develop  miy'otherrepositories

"l NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose the new shsfjRsrmit  Modification  Request, 'which  is'part  of  theplanto  keep WIPP  ope'm+oindefinitely and to allow  more  waste. Theexpansion  is contary  ta legal requirements  and endangers public  healthaudthe  environment,  so;NED  must  deny.the  request.



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  Envi'ronmenf  T)e,pqnment

2905  R:odeo  Park  l'ive  Feast, Building  1

Santa  Fe, NM  87505



- -I OPPOSE  THE-"WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!' . "  =""€'!>er i%%l,,l  : Byfede,rallaw,agreements'0thNewMe,xicofandtherPermit,$e
 -.s.'...s..2 _ . . 1. : ,dumehpmies,faoSr.ffiA.effrmie:edtffiomb.oeunoitoerfrdeepfoensisteo'ntreansmsurOaniffiecrw.asttees_anmdstaealirniditeed

 :I  ' . "  ..... a ,. = . ' -Department of Energy (E}OE) plans,tO Qperate WIPP indefinitely for I
'. .   "  ' ..  : ' much  additional  waste  avid not  develop  any  other  repositories.  '' a -' > a'  - '-.:  ' NO  WIPP  EXPSION!

 '' " : Iopposethenewshafta-ermitModificationRequest,whichispmtofthe

 '
' ,' ": '.':d"  plantokeep.'Po6em*indefinitelyandtoallowmorewaste.The.

 ,
, - "  : " : expqsionis  contrary tgsiegal r:equirements 4d  endmigers public health I

. .- . . _ . . . I   -
 

',
 , andtheenvironient,so=Dmustdenythe_request.

INatne  ':$i,p."  f4Aiyu  '
i ' Address ' Lll.t4<  ' %I (""" idle' }  l-?) "

 ,City/State/ZipCode  <:'AJq'a  Tr,dsi  eifl<o4
'-Bmail ' -
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Mr.  Ricordo  Maestas

NewMeico  EnvironmentDepmtment

2905RodeoParkDriveEast,Building
 I

,SantaFe,  NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestns

New  Mexico  BnmomnentDepartment

2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,,Building  I

SantaFe,  NM'87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  BnviromnentDepartment

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  F,ast, Building  l

Santa  Fe, NM  87505
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Mr.RicardoMaestas

t NewMexico  En*onment  Depent

7 "
 2905RodeoParkDffveEast,Buildingl
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I  OPPOSE.  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By federJ i4'ffl4nts  withNewMexico,  andthe WIPP Permit, thedump  is for  a'uited:.amount  of  defense'transuranicwaste  and alimited
life,  as'fheffe.are  to be:otherrepositories  inother  states. Tnstead, the
Department  of  Energy  (3)OE)  plans  to  qerate  WIPP  indefinitely  for
much  additional waste  and not  develop  any  other  repositories-

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I  oppose  the  new  shaftP'brmit  Modification  Request,  which  is pit  of  theplantokeepW'n'Popeaindefinitelyatidtoallowmorewaste.The
 '

'exp4sion  is contrary toodegal requirements and endmigers public healthanda the  enviromnent,  so.NMED  must  deny  the  request.



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New Mexico Environmpnt Ta%iai liueitl

2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  F,ast, Building1

Santa  Fe, NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo.Maestas

NewMexico  Enmonment  T)e'paent

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Builg  l

Sant.i  Fe,  NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  THB."WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By feder"al lad, agree4et-ts  withNewMexico,  and the WIpP Pennij, the
dum4p is for a limited aiount'of:defensetransuranic waste and alimitedlifetime, -as th6re  'areto be other repositories in other staies. istead, the
Department  of  Energy  pOE)  plans  to  operate  WIPP  indefimtely  for
much  additional  wagte:  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories-

NO  WIPP  EXPA=NSION!

I  oppose  the  new  shdtPet  Modification  Request,  which  is  part  of  the
pian  to.keep  WIPP  open'indefinitely  mid  to  allow  mo're  waste:  The
expansion  is contrary  toiegal  requirements  and endmigerspublic  health
and  the  envirgnment,,go-MMED  must  deny  the  request.'

I-r

City/State/ZipCode 9  71E  08



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  Envimnrnent  T)epartment

2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,  Building  1

SatitaFe,  NM  87505'



"  - - a ' I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!  " '
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a - . -=a  .'-.,  ' muchadditional:wasteat;dnotaeve,lopmiyotherrepositories.
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 1,
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  EnvironmentDepmtment

2905  R,odeo ParkDrive  East,  Building  1

SantaFe,  NM  87505



"  ' - - IOPPOSETHF!.-"WIPPFOREVER"PLANS!
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Mr.  Ricardo Maestas

2'9eOw5 "Roe'dec6[ffi'ar"km"ve 'East, Building 1
SantaFe, NM 87505
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Mr.  Ricardo Maestas.
New  Mexico Envir6mneiitDeparttnent
2905 Rodeo rark'I"'veEast,Building 1
SantaFe,NM 87505
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Mr.  Ricardo Maestas
NewMexico EnvironmentDepartment
2905  Rodeo ParYD'iv*East,Building 1
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New  Mexico BnvironmentDepartment
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N OPPOSE  TBE=4'WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By federal law, agreemnts with'New%exico,  arid the WIPP Permit, thedump is for  n limited'smsnm nf  defense transuranic  waste'and  a limitedlifetime,  as there  ane te*:e-other  repositories  in  6ther  states.  Instead,  theDepartment ofEnerg5a@OE) plans to operate WIPP indefiitely  formuch  additional  wastewand  not  develop  any  otherrepositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPWSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft=&,rmit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  theplanto  keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to  allow  mqre  waste.  Theexpansiop  is c6ntrary.tie  legi  iequiieuieiils  and  endangers  public  healthaiid  the  environment,  'se NMF,D  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  F.nvironment  1)epmtment
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I OPPOSE  IHj4'WlPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!
By federal la'w,-Agreem.eats ith'NewMexico,  and the WIPP Pamit,  thedump is for R limiierl.:;qwn:int nf  defense transuranic  yaste  and a=.limitedlifetimei,  as th<:re metoahe-otherrepositories  in 6ther state's. Instead, theDepartmentofEnerg3r@OR)  planstooperate  WIPP indefinitely formuch additional  wastes,and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPA'!NSION!
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NewMexico  Environfflffint  Depaitment

2905  Rodeo  ParkDffve  past, Building  l
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must deny the requ;;
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SantaFe,  NM  87505
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Mr.  Ricardo Maestas
NewMexico  Envnomn)entDepartment
2905  Rodeo ParkD'iveEast,Building 1
SantaFe,NM 87505





Mr.  Ricar-do  Maestas

NewMexico  Environment  T)epqitment

2905 Rodeo ParkD've  F,ast, RnilrlinB  'l

SantaFe,  NM  87505
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Smtare, NM 875(55



I  OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By federal law, agreeuxeats with  NewMexico,  mid the WIPP Permit,  $edump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and a limited
lifetime,  6s there.are  to be 'otherrepositories  in other  states. Instead,  the
Depmtment  ofEnergy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefimtely  for
much  additional.waste  and notdevelop  any other  repositories

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the pew  sh4Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the
planto  keep  WIPP  open indefinitely  arid to allow  more  waste. The.
expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and endangers  public  health
and the environment,  no NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexicu  Hiiviioiiiiieiil,Dcpmtme,nt

2905 Rodeo  ParkDfiveEast,  Building  1

SantaFe,  NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  THE7."WIPP  FOREVER"  PIANS!

By federal law,,agreeme;sts withNewMexico,  arid the 'P  Permit, thedump is for aiimited  amount of defense transuranic waste atid a limited
lifetime,  as there  are  to:he  otner  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the
Depmtment of Energy @.OE)plans to operate WiPP indefinitely far
much additional waste md not develop any other repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXP[SION!

I  oppose4e  new  shaffA'>etmit  Morii&qtirin  R,equi"ist,  wbichis  part  of  the
planto  keep  WIPP  open;i'ndefinitely  mid  to  allow  more  waste.  The
expansion  is contrary  tsi'egal  requirements  and endadgers public  health
and  the  environment,  sai,iNMF,D  must  deny  the  request

City/State/Zipeode 64i'rs  /"'t  D"') :6'?';'
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Mr.  Rieardo  Maestas

2905 Rodeo ParkDrive  East, Buil4iqg  l

Santa Be, NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New Mexicci Rnvironment neli,-it  luic'.nt

2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,  Building  I

SantnFe,  NM  87505
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexicnF,uvin;nmr',nt
 Dt4iailmi,:'.iit

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1

SantaFe,  NM  8750'5



I  OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,'agreements  withNewMexico,  and the'WIPP  Pet,  the
dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and a limited
lifetime,  as there  are to 5e other  repositories  in  other  states. Instead,  the
Department  ofEnergy  (ROB)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for
much  additional,'waste  and not  devel6p  any  other  repositories

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose the new shsff Peit  Mnr1i&qtinn  RerlnsJ  which ispart  of  theplantokeep  WIPP  openi=ndefinitely  and to allow  more  waste. The
expansion  is contrary  toiegal  requirements  and endmigers  public  health
and the environment,  soyNMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name inylq  @.:rrxo

Ecmi:/Sltate/Zi,JCo}:,e'(')Yl 1! C)'61Qffl h(n*Co



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  EnviiomnentDepartment

2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  F,qst, Ruil(lirig  1

SantaFe, NO  87505
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas'

New  Mexico  EnVirOnulent%hilii'ieiil
 '

2905  Rodeo  ParkDMve  East,  Building  1

SantaFe,  NM  87505
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i  Mr.RicardoMaestas
NewMexicoEnviromuentDepmtment
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MT Rir,srdn  MqBqiqB

NewMe'mcoEnviroentDcpmluicii(

2905-Rodeo  ParkDriveF,sAt,  Bnilding  1

SantaFe,  NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  THE4"WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By federal.law, agreed,ants with'NewMexico,a and the WIPP Permit, thedump  is for'a  limited"aiCeunt  of  defensetransurmc waste  and a limitedlifetime,  as there  are'te:ih'e other  repositories  in  othe, states. Instead,  theDepartment ofEnergy@OE)  plans to operate WIPP indefinitely formuch  additional  wastigid  not  develop  any other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shdt!et  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  theplantokeepWIPPqpen-indefinitelyandto.all6w'morewaste.
 Theexpansion  is contrary.'U>legalrequirements  and endangers  public  healthaiid  the  environment,  ss=NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Nmne !'!#t,  ,:k
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  F,n'ionmentD7artmcnt
2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,  Building  I

Smita  Fe, NM  87505.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexicnF,iivimmi'ii..ul
 ni.ip$ent

2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,  Building  l

SantaFe,  NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  Enviro.ent  Depmtment

2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,  Building  1

SantaFe,  NM  87505





Mr  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexicoEniironicnl
 T)c;partment

2905  Rodeo  ParkDmve  East,  Building  1

Smita  Fe, NM  87505





Mr  Ricim'dn  MaestFis

NewMexico  [I;iivuuuuiv.uLDcpartment

2905  'Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,  Buil'ding  1

SantB Fe, NM  87505
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  IEniirotm<,,hlDcpmtment

2905 Rodeo  ParkDriveEast,  Building  1

Sata  Fe, NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  BnviromnentDepartment.

2905 Rodeo  PatkDrive  East,  Building  i

. Santa  Fe, NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas'

NewMexicnF,nvirnnment  r%={ioei'il

2905  RodeoPark  Dri've  East,  Building  l

SantaFe,  NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas'

NewMexico  Enviromnent  Depmtment

2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,  Building  1

SantaFe,  NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  EnvirontnentDepartment

2905  R<ydeo ParkDrive  East,  Building  1

SantaFe,  NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  BnviromnentDepmtment

2905 Rodeo  ParkDri:ve  Easj,Building  l

SantaFe,  NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexicnF,nviiuutueiit
 T!4ixiIuit,nt

2905  RodeoParkI)!'iveEast,Building
 l

Santa  Fe,  NM  87505  '



I OPPOSE  THE,..i'WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By federal law, a@eem:ents.withNew  Mexico,  and the.WIPP Permi'f, thedump is for a Ilimited armount of  dcfense transuranic waste  and a limitedlifetime,  as there me t6i.B.e other repositories  in  other  states. Instead,  theDepartment of Energy  @OH).plans to operate WIPP indefinitely  for'much additional waste m,4 notdevelop  any otherrepositories-

NO  WIPP  .gAPANSION!

I oppose, the  new-sJiaftP6rmitModification  Request,  wich  is part  of  theplanto  keep WIPP'opgffindefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  Thaexpansion is contrarytg.jiegal.requirements  and endangers  public  healthand the  environment,  soD  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexicoEnvironment
 T)epmtmsnt

2905RodeoParkDriveEast,Building
 1

SantaFe,  NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  THE-"WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By federal law, @:emaeniU withNewM6xico,  and the WIPP  Permit,  thedump is for  alimited  amount  of  defense transuranic  waste  and a limited
lifetime,  as there are to',Oe other  repositories  in other states: Instead, theDepartment  of  Energy  (JOOE) plans to operate WIPP  indefinitely  for
much  additio:  waste ad  not  develop  any other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose the new  shaftPermit  Modification  Request, which  is part of  th6
planto keep WIPP openindefinitel5r  and to allow  more waste. The
expansion  is con','aary. toa%,gal requirements  and endangers public  health '.andthe  environment,  soeNMED  must  deny  the  request  .



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexicu  :lEiiviiuumcnt  nc.parhitaiil

2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,  Building  1

Santa  Fe, NM  87505





Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New Mexico Environment DeI>arhnent

2905  Rodeo  Park  Dri'ye-East,  Buildiffig  1

SantaFe,NM87505  .



I OPPOSF,  TH'E'2s'WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By federal law, s@;miewits.withNewMexico,  and the WIPP Perit,  thedump'is  for  Fl limiterl  smsiint  nf  defense  transuranic  waste  and a limited
lifetime,  AS there aret'o;be  6tbeirepositories  in other states.. Instead, theDepartment of  IEnerg'r@OE)  plans to operate WIPP indefinitely  formuch  additional  waste:iamd  not  develop  miy  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXP € SION!

I  oppose then:e'#shafWNArmitModificationRequest;  'which is part.of  theplap.to keep WIPP  o@@sipdefinitely mid to'allow@o=  waste. Theexpmsion  is caontrary:te=legal'requirements and endangers public  health,andthe envirofitr4ent,-se';pMED  must  d6nythe  request

Name  %  "'
Address "l'Ci%Fs>  o   ' A'l

a City/State/ZipCode  'Aa  1/lVYl

Af2   , "
Email



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New'MexicoEnvi'ronmeint  T')€!,lix*lntt;ul

2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,  Building  l

Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  l'ffi't'WlPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with'NewMexico',  and  the  WIPP'Permit,  the
dump is for alimite4  Nmaeunt of defense transuranic waste anda limited
lifetime,  as there  are t@We otherrepositories  in  6ther  states.  Instead,  die
Department of Energy@OE) plans to operateWIPP indefinirely for
much  additional  wastsand  not  develop  any  otherrepositories.

NO  WIPP  EJa'ANSION!

I  oppose  the  new  shafifflPermit  Modification  Requem,  which  is part  of  the
, plan to keep WIPP  op.en indefinitely  and  tO'allow  more  waste.  The
.expansion  is contrary  te  legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health
zd  the  environment,  !!5'O NMED  must  deny  the  request.



Mr.  Ricarrln  MmStas

.NewMexico&viit+=t  Tlt,pmtment

2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,  Building  l

Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  THE-  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By'federal  law,' agreements  with  NewMexicO,  and-ttie WIPP Permit,the
dump  i,s.for  a limited  amount of  defense transuranic  Waste and a limited
lifetimq,  as $erQ:i4"t<:j'ffe  qther repositories  in other states. Instead, the
.Department of  Bnergy (;DOE) plansto  operate WIPP indefinitely  for
much additiomal wA9te and notdevelop  any  otherrepositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose the ne:w shdt  Permit  Modification  Request, which  is part of  the
plantokeepWIPPopen'in4e:finitelyaffidtoallowmorewaste:

 The: expmisi6niscontraryto".l.e:galrequirementsandendang6rspublichealth
and'the enrironment,  s6;ND  must  deny the request  '

Name



Mr-  Ricardo  Maestas

New Mexico Env:o:nt  T)hlixi  €141(',m

.2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,  Buildipg  l'

Santa Fe, NM  87505













































From: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV
To: McLean, Megan, NMENV; Biswell, David, NMENV; Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV
Subject: Fwd: [EXT] WIPP
Date: Friday, October 18, 2019 12:35:17 PM

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S7.

-------- Original message --------
From: D&S Rodriguez <darobe3@centurylink.net>
Date: 10/18/19 12:33 PM (GMT-07:00)
To: "Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV" <Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us>
Subject: [EXT] WIPP

Dear Senator Maestas:

We strongly oppose the new shat Permit Modification Request to keep WIPP open indefinitely.

We believe this will be a major potential catastrophe, not only for our state environment but for the southwest
region.

Thank you,

Susan And Dario Rodriguez
Albuquerque, NM

mailto:Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us
mailto:Megan.McLean@state.nm.us
mailto:David.Biswell@state.nm.us
mailto:Ricardo.Maestas@state.nm.us
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Mr.RicardoMaestas  - I
New%exicoEnvironmentDepent  ' , I

: 2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,  Building  1

SantaF"e,NM87505  
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I  OrPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS

NeW

aumpis  for a limitedamount  6fdef60ffietransuranic waste and a jimifed

expansion is contrary'toiegaJrequir'ffii0ei{s$d  6ndan@erspublic he41th

and the environmeni soNMHiD  pust.d6ij  ihe request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexico  Enirironment  nepmtment
2905  Rodeo  ParkDrive  East,  Building  I
SantaFe,  NM  87505
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I= OPPOSE  THE  fMIPP  FOREVER"  PLAN8!=

I'oppose therJew sbidtPermit '%odifimtion:Re:q*est, w%ch is part'ofthe

plmitokeep  WIPP 'ffipenind:finite,ly'.'.an4=t6-allo'mmore:.waste.'The

' expansionis  c6m'Fy  to 16gal requirements;md endmgers public  health

..and the envir6nmerit, 80NMFJ). mustdqny  tbe request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  I
Santa  Fe, NM  87505
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I OPPOSE THE "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS! J

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WnPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limitea amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are! to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  histead,  the

jgpartment of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

rriffich additional waite and not develop any other repositorjes.

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

ai'id the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
ai'id the  environment,  so Nl
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1

Santa  Fe, NM  87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion is contriy to legal requirements and endangers public health
and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department  -

2905.Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Bui}diug-l  _ '

,  SantaFe,NM87505
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I  OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

q, ::%J.,, %l%lll-l+..  ,

By  federal.law,  agreements withNew  M.exicp, and the WIPP  Permit,  the

dump is for alimite'ld  atnount of defe'nse,'trmsuranic wasteand alimited
lifetime,  As mere ar:(o.'be  oth6rreposttoriqs  inothw  states- Instead, the

Depmtmenj of'Ene4gy (1)OE) plus to..operate'WjPP indefiifely.for
...a'i:Y:- additionalw:st6'andnotdeve!pp:anyaotherrepositoriffis-'
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Mr. Ricardo Maestas

New Mexico Environment Department  '

2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building  I  '
Santa Fe, NM  87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the WnPP Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited'amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories-

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Email

..  ....-   .  J
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Pertnit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  wbich  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is cqntrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aixd the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

&

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in other  states-  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is pgt  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

uAamdaeeS,sPtO,4qAb)i;:tvixt'uq-y'l4'+-1'+'1



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Pertnit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  I
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a litnited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name

Address '0%'A z>@h%"..;-
cityistateizipcoae/"%,"Aaa-p774,%
Email



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.





I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name  -aAt=,tiet..-  6mgAt)

,=aaress'hi[pA}-rsyH'kKi2!

City/StatefZipCode
 IkO  '),  NM.  6 15  '17

Email  l  '





I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Address
6 P>OY 27/

City/State/ZipCode  "'os7  "'  "

Email



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  l
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

7-

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I  OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

r-

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to  legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  NMED  must  deny  the  request.



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  l
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to  keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr. Ricardo Maestas

New Mexico Environment  Department

2905 Rodeo Park Drive  East, Building  1
Santa Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

J

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to  keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to  legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name  !5:om"s ")1  

Address  F- 0  B 0  N l G3



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



Name

Address

City/State/Zip  Code

Email

I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  l
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  atnount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  A4odification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name

Email
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  l
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Email oAV;d(z,, kel&&r't';  avyQ  c (M{L C D 
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  l
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER".PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to  be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  .Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name

Address

City/State/Zip  Code

Email
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905 Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  I
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Name  2iiv;  I,A  ?\k=  C

Address
?hC,eo  be'L"()Se  Sod2

City/State/Zip  Code  \ k)  5 N INS "ass  '+ l

Email +xosemxgQ'+hosseA-,c



Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  l
Santa  Fe, NM  87505



I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Th;".,lsoda,ta
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1Santa  Fe,  NM  87505
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By  federal  law,  agreemtnts  with  New  Mexico,  and  the WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

.i'nuch  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

"Iaoppose  the new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  l
Santa  Fe.  NM  87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  fedeIral  raw, agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

Name

Address

dllu  LIIC

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to  keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
NewMexico  EnviromnentDepartment
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1
Santa  Fe,  NM  87505
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I  OPPOSE  THE-'WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

NO  117IPP  kxrAffiSiON!

l



Ms.  Manan  Bock
8301 4th  St NW  Bldg  3
Los Ranchos  NM  87114-106 €
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

New  Mexico  Environment  Department

2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1

Santa  Fe,  NM  87505
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r'.  Ms.MarianBock

- %, '.J'. Th3-01 ffi'eh- -St-NW Bldg 3
Los  Ranchos  NM  87114-1060

Name

Address

City/State/Zip  Code

I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and  a limited

lifetime,  as there  are  to be  other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

.much,  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

=NO WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the

Email 1'\F5D(2-f<1165;-@  ++bTW+3t,,  =:rrah
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transurarQic waste  and a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  a ries.

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  R  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the environtnent,  so NMED  must  deny  request.
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I-O'P'POSE THE "WI'PP FORE'VE'R" PLANS!
By  federal law, agreements withNew Mexico, andthe 'W'PP Permit, thef defense transuranic waste and a limitedInstead, the

d'!mp- 'sfora"g'aedt'oboeuontIhOerrepositoriesinwothwerPsl.tnatdeesf.1,itelyfor a5 l'l'lere  to operate

"mu"ch ;-dditional waste

NO  WI'PP EX'PANSION!Request, which is part of the
shaftpermit;7d.;t:i5:HH allow  m(lre wa.e Tl:,,,lth

pla'n"tokeep 'In@'1;girequuaeentsatnthuet,;e""q-u:st.
expansion  is COntrary
andthe  enVlronment, SO NMED must deny
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Mr. Ricardb %aestas

New:Mexxco EnvironmentDepartment2905ROMe' oPm'akDrlVeF.sqt  'Diiii;ljo



federallaw ffigr.eem,entiywithNe'wMexico,andt6e'WIPPPermit,thea  "  '  aofdefensetransuranicwasteandalimitedmstead, the'

L     ,

Bd"y"p 's for a';"fedtaom.Thoe'.oth'er.iep6sitories i-otherPsl.tantdees,m,ely f-or
'=' ; : 3stherea"  '/1%..,,,:.41(,@g,I@operateL.,.,:(,gito,es

)4afflea

Address

City/Stati/mp Code
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas

NewMexicoEnvironmentDepart'ent

29Q5'Rodeo  Park  DriveEast,  Building  1

SantaFe,  NM  87505
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I  OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By fede'al law, @greerneBtswith,Ney.Q@xicos.aud  the-WIPPaPerit;.ie

dump is for a limitid  amen,fit, 6f'aefeAsett$surmiic waste-and,.a.lted

lifetime,  as them  ge  to'be  other-tepasitQnes  i-n other  states-  '[nstead,  the

' Department of  Energy(l)OH)'plans:-to=o0e.vateWIPP. indefiitely  faor

much additional waste'-and not,-deve:lpp;aan7a'*the'r reposii'toffes.'
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By federal law, a@eemnts withaNew%exi4o, andthe 'P  Permjt, the

dump is for alimited':'ameuiit of.de:jemse tramurmc  waste and.a.limited

lifetime, as ttfere are t@!We othe:rrepositofflesain- ath6rstates. Inst@d, the

D epent  ofEnergy46B)plans  t6operate 'P-in4e:fffltely  for

"$i: ;,muchadditionalwasteaiadnotdevelppiyothet'repositones.

Wn'aP-EXPANSION!





I OPPOSE  THE.'MIPP  FREVER"  PLANS!

" 'AJa-

By federal law, agreement5 'i4Ne:wMexieo,  and the 'P  Permit, the

dump is for alimite4  afflo'gnt.of".def6nse trmisuranic  wastemd a limited

lifetime,  asthere ar6 to b6 otherr'e=posiioffles  iffi-other states. histead, the-

- I2epartment of  Energy (DOB)  j.l:gto  operafe WIPP indefinitely for

muchadditional  Waste andnot'ae*eJo@ffiy'6therrepositories

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

Nme
S(,,'pz'.H'.

Address, PI)  8';;=x  /  @9

City!State/ZipCode . Z,o3z  X[M \>7sll  '

Email dskif  @ haft','  &mr:r =



Patricia  Jones
Pa  BOX  513

Sarydia Park,  NM  87047
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Mr. Ricardo Maestas

New Mexico EnviroruIlent Department2905 Rodeo Park Drive
Santa Fe, NM 87505  Easf' Building I
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I  OPPOSE  THE "WIPP YOREVER" PLANS!
with  New Mexico, and the WIPP Permit, the

By fede'  law' a'eemen's of  defense transuranic waste and a limited
in  other states. Instead, thedump  is f6;. a limited amount .

to  be other repositortesWIPP indefinitely forlifetime,  as there are
Department of Energy (DOE) Pla"s 'O OPeOtherrepOslforl,sra'e.
much  additional waste and not develop any

NO WIPP EXPANSION!
Request, which is part of the

I  OppOSe the neW shaft Permit Modification
WIPP  open indefinitely and to allow more waste. Theand  endangers public healthplan  to keep

expansioniscontrarytolNMEega'rDeqmu"uesmtedneinsytherequest.
and  the environment, so

i
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Mr.  Ricardo  Maestas
New  Mexico  Environment  Department
2905  Rodeo  Park  Drive  East,  Building  1Santa  Fe, NM  87505
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.

Email
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By  federal  law,  agreements  with  New  Mexico,  and  the  WIPP  Permit,  the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transurariic  waste  and a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

mp5h additional waste and not develop any other repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

I oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contrary  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

aiid  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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I  O'P'POSE THE "WI'P'P FOREVER" 'PLANS!- a - and  the W'PP Permit, the- ----: ,A

By  federal 11W= bgy,....-
dump  is for a limited amount of defense trar 311- aux, . -

there  are to be other repositories in other states. Instead, the--' -- -- to operate WIPP indefinitely for
'ch additional

ffi  =+ NOWI'P'PEXPANSION!shaft Permit Modification Raleloqwuemst,owrehiwcahsties.pTartheof the
'%,""- . [J
L4'4J{rggg'l' "'  lpolapnptOoseke'hepe nWewIPP open indefinitely and to

4@(  Is  expansion is contrar'y" to legal requirements and endangers public health- and  the environment, so NMED must deny the request.
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I OPPOSE  THE  "WIPP  FOREVER"  PLANS!

By federal law, agreements with  %w  Mexico, and the WIPP Permit, the

dump  is for  a limited  amount  of  defense  transuranic  waste  and a limited

lifetime,  as there  are to be other  repositories  in  other  states.  Instead,  the

Department  of  Energy  (DOE)  plans  to operate  WIPP  indefinitely  for

much  additional  waste  and  not  develop  any  other  repositories.

NO  WIPP  EXPANSION!

l oppose  the  new  shaft  Permit  Modification  Request,  which  is part  of  the

plan  to keep  WIPP  open  indefinitely  and  to allow  more  waste.  The

expansion  is contraty  to legal  requirements  and  endangers  public  health

and  the  environment,  so NMED  must  deny  the  request.
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